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DEVELOPMENT OF CONNECTIONS TO CONCRETE-FILLED
RECTANGULAR TUBULAR COLUMNS
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ABSTRACT: Concrete-filled rectangular tubular column composite frame systems with steel beams have been
widely used in moment-resisting frames for engineering practice. This paper reviewed a variety of connection details
to concrete-filled rectangular tubular (CFRT) columns that have been developed by different researchers. The
research on CFRT connections was divided into three phrases. The first phase dates back to the late sixties of
twentieth century, when the steel moment-resisting frames were regarded as one of the most ductile systems. The
second phase is defined as the period between middle nineties and the beginning of the twenty-first century, during
the early stage of which the Northridge earthquake and Kobe earthquake occurred and the conventional knowledge of
traditional connections were subverted, leading to the requirement of paying more attention to the investigation of
connection behavior under seismic loading. The third phase passes through the following year up to the present.
During this phase, various connection alternatives were proposed and studied. Based on the summary of previous
studies, the future developments were presented at the end of the paper.
Keywords: Concrete-filled rectangular tubular column; Development, Steel beam, Connection, Three phases, Future
work
DOI: 10.18057/IJASC.2015.11.4.1

1.

INTRODUCTION

Concrete filled rectangular tubular (CFRT) columns are structural members that combine two
materials in one member. They have the beneficial merits of steel, such as high tensile strength
and ductility, and of concrete, such as the high compressive strength and stiffness. Structures
with CFRT columns are widely used in engineering applications such as bridges, high-rise
buildings, underwater structures and so on [1,2]. In addition to the advantages mentioned above,
the CFRT structures can reduce the time and cost of construction by serving the tube as the
framework for casting concrete. It makes the most efficient use of the steel as it is placed at the
perimeter of the section, providing the highest contribution to the moment of inertia. The steel
tube provides the confinement to the concrete, which puts the concrete under a tri-axial state of
stresses and enhances the performance of concrete. Even more, the steel prevents concrete from
spalling. At the same time, the concrete infill prolongs local buckling of steel tube by preventing
inward buckling, thus increasing the stability and strength of the column as a system [3].
However, the advantages of utilizing concrete-filled tubular columns may still remain
unexploited due to the lack of design guideline on appropriate cost-effective and
construction-efficient connections between concrete-filled tubular columns and steel H-shaped
beams. This dearth of information is even more pronounced with regards to connections to
CFRT columns.
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The CFRT column-to-beam connections are broadly classified into two categories [4]. The most
convenient way is directly attaching the steel beam to the column tube or through the diaphragm
plate. For the other connection category, the beam flange, the web or the entire cross-section are
penetrated through the steel tube or the beam end is welded with anchorage which is embedded
in the CFRT column. Connections to the face of the steel tube include: welding the beam
directly to the tube skin, using web angles or shear tabs to connect the beam to the tube,
providing diaphragms and variations on these details. Connections with embedded elements
include: through bolting beam end plates, and continuing structural steel shapes into and through
the column. Analysis of test data suggests that embedding connection components into the
concrete core alleviates high shear demand on the tube wall, which may improve the seismic
performance of the connections [5].

2.

FIRST PHASE-PRE-NORTHRIDGE CONNECTION STUDIES

Since 1960s, engineers began to regard welded steel moment-frame buildings as being among the
most ductile systems. They believed that the steel moment-resisting frames were invulnerable to
earthquake-induced structural damage and they should be limited to moderate yielding and
localized buckling of the steel components and not induce collapse at all [6]. As to the CFRT
column systems, they considered that it was more convenient to connect the beam to the steel tube
using welding materials without any embedded members. Much attention was paid to the strength
and failure modes of fully-welded connections at that time.
Previous research on CFRT column systems include the experiment taken by Furlong [7] which
involved assessing the strength of CFRT beam-columns. The results demonstrated the benefits of
filling the steel tube with concrete. The concrete infill prevented local bucking of the steel tube and
enhanced the strength of the specimen compared to hollow steel tube column-to-beam one.
Ansourian [8] tested connections with exterior stiffeners, as shown in Figure 1 for connection
details. Two specimens were welded with tension plates. These specimens failed by fracture of the
V-butt weld connecting the tension plate to the tube. Another two specimens were fabricated with
the tension flange force transferred as a compression force to the other side of the tube. The
remaining specimens were shop welded but assembled using high strength bolts. Most of these
specimens experienced panel zone failure after extensive deformation of the tube.

(a) Specimen 1

(b) Specimen 3

(c) Specimen 7

Figure 1. Connection Details Tested by Ansourian [8]
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Tomii and Sakino [9-10] conducted monotonic and cyclic load tests on CFRT beam-column
specimens with various b/t ratio, the axial load level, the shear span ratio, the steel yielding strength
and the concrete compressive strength. The test results indicated that the increase in the b/t ratio or
the axial load level lead to the decrease in the ductility of the specimen. Analytical equations to
evaluate the loading capacity of the connections were also developed.
Matsui [11] developed a method to design the wide flange beam-to-CFRT column connections with
exterior and interior stiffeners. Six specimens were tested to verify the strength formula. The
connection details are shown in Figure 2. The connections were designed to have yielding
developed in the stiffener and panel zone. The test results indicated that the specimens had
excellent performance when the stiffeners were designed by these proposed formulas.

(a) Outside stiffener

(b) Through stiffener

Figure 2. Connection Details by Matsui
Kanatani, et al [12] developed through-bolted moment connection as an alternative to diaphragm
connection, aiming for evaluating out-of-plane deformation of the connections and eliminating
difficulties in field welding. As shown in Figure 3, four types of connections were studied. The
monotonic load tests showed that the split tee connection was able to perform better than
diaphragm connection in terms of strength. The result of cyclic load tests demonstrated that
through-bolts and split tee did as good as, or even better than internally and externally welded
stiffeners in transferring force from beam to column. When the steel tube width-to-thickness ratio
(b/t) is 42, the failure was caused by local buckling of column flange regardless the present of
concrete.

(a) Connection with end plate

(c) Connection with exterior diaphragm

(b) Connection with split tee

(d) Connection with through diaphragm

Figure 3. Connection Details Studies by Kanatani et al.
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Prion and McLellan [13] tested similar bolted connections; however, end-plates were fully welded
to the girder. These endplates were attached to the CFRT using bolts continuous through the tube
column. Results suggested that good shear capacity was obtained from the through depth bolts,
however, it was noted that the bolts were subjected to shear and bending stress due to the large
eccentricities.
Azizinamini [14] suggested a new through-beam connection. A certain height of the column tube,
together with a short beam stub passing through the column and welded to the tube, was fabricated
in the shop to form a tree column, as shown in Figure 4. This “tree column” was transported to the
field and the floor beams were then spliced to it. One cruciform specimen was tested under
monotonic loading only. Results suggested that the beam web within the joint experienced a shear
type failure, thereby activating a concrete compressive strut. This strut acted as a diagonal stiffener
to assist the beam web in resisting joint shear. A finite element analysis was undertaken to analyze
the proposed detail, and tentative guidelines for the design of such joints were proposed.

Figure 4. Through Connection Detail

3.

SECOND PHASE-PRIOR STUDIES TO IMPROVE CONNECTION
BEHAVIOR

The second phase began in 1994, when the Northridge earthquake occurred on January 17, 1994,
followed by the Kobe earthquake on January 17, 1995. Engineers’ conventional knowledge that
steel moment-frame buildings would behave in a ductile manner was challenged. Observation of
damage sustained by buildings indicated that, in many cases, brittle fractures initiated within the
connections at very low levels of plastic demand, and some time, the structure still remained elastic.
Many cracks started at the weld zone of the bottom beam flange. It was found that welding the
beam directly to the steel tube prohibited the formation of the plastic hinge in the beam and induced
severe stresses at the beam-to-column connection. It was urgent to pay more attention to the
investigation of seismic behavior of these connections. Since then, researchers have extensively
evaluated the inspection of affected connections, the repair of damaged connections, the upgrade of
existing connections to improve their future performance, and the design of new connections to
provide reliable seismic performance [15, 16].
Considering the importance of developing design guideline of composite structures, U.S. - Japan
Cooperative Earthquake Research Program on Composite and Hybrid Structures was formed [17].
Research in Japan concentrated on the connections with interior, exterior or through steel plate
diaphragms, as shown in Figure 5. Investigation was made on the strength, ductility, and behavior
of the connection, as well as the effect of temperature on the connection performance, the ultimate
resistance of advanced connection method, the material properties of steel and weld metal, the
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effect of welding heat, the geometry of weld access hole and other weld details, and the elimination
of weld access hole [18]. On the U.S. side, Lehigh University and The University of Texas at
Austin took the work of researching the connections to rectangular tubular column. And it was
decided that the research at Lehigh University would focus on the design and development of the
connection and the research at The University of Texas at Austin would focus on the interior joint
shear force transfer mechanism, by failing of the joint [19].

(a) External diaphragm

(b) Internal diaphragm

(c) Through diaphragm

Figure 5. Typical CFRT Column-to-beam Moment Connections in Japan
Morino, et al [20] tested planar and three-dimensional subassemblies consisting of CFT column and
wide flange beams, as given in Figure 6. Diaphragm plates, with the same thickness as the beam
flange, passed through the column and had openings for proper concrete casting. Two types of
failure mode were expected in the experiment: shear failure of the panel zone and flexural failure of
the column. It was observed that the panel-failing mode was more stable and exhibited more energy
dissipation capacity compared with the column-failing mode.

(a) Planar specimen

(b) Three-dimensional specimen

Figure 6. Schematic View of Test
Matsui and Kawano [21] suggested the connection using vertical stiffeners instead of diaphragm for
external joints, as shown in Figure 7. The later one has the high structural reliability of columns,
but the size of the external diaphragm may place limits on the design of exterior frames for the
building. The proposed new type of connection was expected to overcome the disadvantage of the
exterior diaphragm. It was observed that this connection type had sufficient capacities to gain a
stable structural behavior and had superior seismic performances to the usual outer diaphragm
connection system.
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Figure 7. Beam-to-column Connections Studied by Matsui et al.
Viest [19] proposed the connections that utilize anchor bolts, embedded elements, and steel
through-beam connection possibilities. The connection detail was shown in Figure 8. According to
Viest’s study, welding beam directly to the steel tube should be avoided to prevent: (a) separation of
the steel tube from the concrete core due to flange tensile forces, (b) large residual stresses in the
steel due to restraint of the other connecting elements, and (c) possible compromise of the
confinement due to the additional stresses on the steel tube.

Figure 8. CFT Connection type by Viest
With respect to computational research geared for analyzing complete composite CFT systems,
Hajjar et al. [22-23] presented a fiber-based distributed plasticity finite element formulation to
perform three-dimensional monotonic analysis of square or rectangular concrete-filled steel tube
(CFT) beam-columns. The stiffness-based beam-column element formulation accounted for all
significant geometric nonlinearity exhibited by CFT beam-columns and interlayer slip between the
steel tube and concrete core, which was extended to cyclic analysis of composite CFT frames.
Details of the steel and concrete constitutive models were provided in their paper.
France [24] conducted experiments to learn the behavior of connection between universal beam and
concrete filled tubular columns using endplates bolted directly to the column face with ordinary
bolts screwed into the threaded holes formed using the flowdrill process. The test results were
compared with those from a parallel series of tests in which the tubes were unfilled and substantial
increase in the resistance of the column in the compression zone was observed, which forced the
rotation axis of the joint moving towards the compression flange of the beam and resulted in the
greater moment capacity in the joint.

Zhihua Chen, Ying Qin and Xiaodun Wang
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Fujimoto, et al [25-26] conducted a series of wide flange beam-to-CFRT column connection tests.
A total of eleven one-half scale CFRT column-to-wide flange beam interior and exterior
connections were tested under cyclic loading, as illustrated in Figure 9 for the connection
configurations. These specimens utilized high strength material, i.e., up to an unconfined
compression strength of 110 MPa for concrete and up to a tensile strength of 809 MPa for structural
steel, in order to expand the application of the CFRT column system to the field of high
performance materials. The test results showed that the elastic stiffness of CFRT connections
matches the theoretical value given in the current AIJ design formula regardless of the material
strength and the ductility of CFRT connections using high strength materials was sufficient.

Figure 9. Details of Specimens
Ricles, et al [27] carried out the full-scale experiments to learn the inelastic cyclic behavior of
connections in square CFT column-WF beam MRF systems, supported by the U.S.-Japan
Cooperative Research Program on Composite and Hybrid Structures. The tested connections details,
including interior diaphragms, exterior extended structural tees and split tees, were shown in Figure
10. The test results indicated that welded connection with interior or exterior structural tee
diaphragms and bolted split-tees have exceptional cyclic strength, stiffness, and ductility. The best
performance was obtained in both welded and bolted connections when the details minimized the
possibility of strain concentrations developing in the connection area, whereby beam flange
fracture was inhibited.
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(a) Interior diaphragm connection

(b) Interior diaphragm connection with tapered plate

(c) Extended tee connection

(d) Extended tee connection with tapered plates

(e) Bolted split-tee connection

(f) Welded split-tee connection

Figure 10. Connection details by Ricles
Koester, et al. [19] took the investigation with the purpose of identifying the force transfer
mechanism and failure modes associated with the split-tee through-bolted moment connection
detail investigated by Ricles et al. Fifteen CFT moment connections, idealizing the panel zone of
the split-tee through-bolted connection by simulating tee forces against the joint, were designed and
tested, as shown in Figure 11. Failure was observed to include a combination of panel zone shear
distress and localized bearing failure at the location of the reaction blocks against the steel tube
surface. New model and equation were developed for panel zone shear calculation.

Zhihua Chen, Ying Qin and Xiaodun Wang
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(b) Panel zone modelled in Test Setup

Figure 11. Idealization of Connection Zone by Koester et al.

4.

THIRD PHASE-NEW STUDIES TO DEVELOP CONNECTION
ALTERNATIVES

Research on the CFRT column connection intensified in the third phase in the 2000’s when
researchers focused on developing various connection configurations. Since then, comprehensive
investigations on the behavior and performance of new types of CFRT column connections under
monotonic or cyclic loading have been conducted by a number of researchers.
Kang [28] studied the CFT column to H-beam welded connections that were reinforced externally
with T-shaped stiffeners at the junction of the column and beam, and with a reinforcing bar or bent
plate which penetrated a column. The details were shown in Figure 12. The results of the tests
demonstrated that an increased stiffener length was more effective than an increase in the area of
penetrated elements for the criteria of both strength and stiffness.

(a) T-stiffener with re-bars (b) T-stiffener with bent plates (c) T-stiffener connection

Figure 12. Test Specimen by Kang
Al-Roda [29] carried out tests on four full-scale composite T-cleat connections, as shown in Figure
13. The T-cleats were welded to the column section using fillet weld along the toe of the T-cleat
flange. On the other side, each T-cleat was connected to the beam web by either a single or double
row of four grade 8.8, M20 bolts. Two steel beams were unsymmetrically loaded. The test results
showed the moment carrying potential of T-cleat connections to concrete-filled tubular columns.
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Figure 13. Rectangular Section with T-cleat
Shin [30] focused on the experimental and analytical behavior of CFRT column to H-beam welded
moment connections with external T-stiffeners. Three types of failure modes, horizontal stiffeners
failure, vertical stiffener failure and beam failure, were obtained. The connections reinforced with
T-stiffeners having 130% of strength to beam flanges exhibited stable hysteretic behavior and good
ductility. The force transfer mechanism was given in Figure 14.

Figure 14. Force Transfer Mechanism of Connection with T-stiffener
Chung, et al. [18] developed the connection proposed by Matsui [18], in order to apply this
connection system not only to external joints but also to inner joints, as shown in Figure 15. It was
found that this connection had sufficient capacities exceeding the full plastic strength of beam and
it had possibility as a new connection method for steel moment-frames.

Figure 15 Beam-to-column connection with vertical stiffeners
Fukumoto [31] conducted tests on the panel zone within steel beam to CFRT column moment
connections made from high-strength material to investigate their elastoplastic behavior. A
nonlinear shear force-deformation model for predicting the elastoplastic behavior of the panel
zones was proposed. A method for evaluating load resistance was also proposed, in which a new
theoretical compression strut mechanism is utilized, taking into account the confinement of the tube
flange.
Wu, et al. [32] proposed a new design of bolted beam-to-column connections for CFRT as shown in
Figure 16. A mechanical model was established in order to derive theoretical equations for
calculation the stiffness, the yielding shear strength and the ultimate shear strength of the panel
zone. And the test results demonstrated that the bolted connections had superior seismic resistance
in stiffness, strength, ductility and energy dissipation mechanisms.
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(a) Schematic diagram of the connection (b) The construction and erection of connection on the site

Figure 16. The Proposed Bolted Connection by Wu
Park, et al. [33] described the force transfer mechanism and the cyclic performance of wide flange
beams to square concrete-filled tube column joints reinforced with stiffening plates around the
column. The force transfer mechanism at the joint was assessed using an analytical yield line
method. The test results showed that the derived nominal strength equation provided a reasonable
prediction and total rotation of 0.04 rad which was required for special moment resisting frames
could be obtained.
Choi [34] focused on a moment-rotation relationship for CFT frames composed of beam-column
connections of exterior diaphragm with four rectangular plates. A function formula of the
moment-rotation curve for the connection was established, using a three-parameter power model
and a least-mean-square technique. The initial rotational stiffness of beam-to-column connection
was determined by slope from zero to the analytical results.
Huang [35] studied the nonlinear FEM models of outer diaphragm connection between
concrete-filled square tubular columns and steel beams involving geometric large deformation and
material nonlinear. Joint behaviors and stress distribution were analyzed under the monotonic load.
The results indicated that some of the end moments of beams were transformed to the column tube
web and the core concrete at the panel zone by the outer diaphragm connected to the column web.
Others were directly transformed to the column tuber flange and the core concrete by the
diaphragm near the column corner. Serious stress concentration occurred in diaphragm near the
column corner. The specimen was failed because compressed flanges were buckled and the plastic
hinges were formed at narrowest section.
Wu [36] proposed bidirectional bolted beam-to-column connections for CFRTs. A mechanical
model was established to derive theoretical equations for calculating the stiffness, the yielding
shear strength and ultimate shear strength of the panel zone, and it was verified by a series of cyclic
loading experiments. The experimental results demonstrated that the bidirectional bolted
connections had superior earthquake resistance in stiffness, strength, ductility and energy
dissipation mechanism.
Cheng [37] investigated the seismic performance of four steel beams to CFRT column connections
with floor slabs, including two interior and two exterior joints. The seismic behavior of new
connection details such as the taper flange or larger shear tab in the beam-end was investigated to
prevent complete joint penetration welds (CJP) of the girder flanges from the unexpected brittle
failure found in the latter after the Northridge earthquake. The slab effect on the shear transfer in
the panel zone might be neglected.
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Park, et al. [38] proposed a new detail of partially restrained composite connection (PR-CC) which
could be applied to concrete-filled tubular structures incorporating the effect of composite slabs and
the performance for construction work. A welded bottom beam flange connection (WP) was
proposed to enhance the capacity of the bottom of the connection and to improve ductility and
fabrication. In addition, a reduced beam section (RBS) was adopted for the bottom beam flange to
examine its effect on ductility. A seat-angle connection with penetrating bolts was also suggested
and compared with the welded bottom beam flange connection. The detail was shown in Figs. 17
and 18. Both monotonic and cyclic loading tests were conducted on the five full scale specimens to
compare and evaluate their ductility characteristics.

(a) BW

(b) BW type with a reduced beam section

Figure 17. Proposed Bottom Connection Details

Figure 18. Proposed Connection Details
Shin [39] studied connections reinforced with T-shaped stiffeners attached to the beam flanges. The
specimens were divided into three series: TS series specimens reinforced with T-shaped stiffeners
only, TSD series specimens with RBS beams in addition to the stiffeners, and TSH series
specimens with small holes in the stiffeners. All the specimens developed plastic rotations in excess
of 3% rad, suggesting that the ductility capacity of the specimens exceeds the requirements for
special moment frame connections in the AISC seismic provisions. The tapered horizontal stiffener
elements, RBS cutouts and the horizontal stiffener holes were effective in reducing the stress
concentration at the tip of the horizontal element. However, some of the specimens failed by a
premature fracture in the HAZ of vertical element welds, suggesting that strain hardening should be
considered for the design of T-stiffeners.
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Choi [40] proposed a new CFRT column-to-beam connection with combined-cross diaphragm
(Figure 19), featuring a column flange penetration in the major-axis direction and an interior
diaphragm in the minor-axis direction. Simple tension tests were performed in order to evaluate the
initial stiffness and strength of the connections. The test results demonstrated that the new
connection was not inferior to the traditional one in terms of initial stiffness and ultimate strength.
Additionally, stress concentration on the connection could be alleviated by improvement to the
detail.

Figure 19. Connections with Combined-cross diaphragm
Nie [41] did research on the flexural capacity of connections composed of concrete-filled square
steel tubular columns and steel concrete composite beams with interior diaphragms or anchored
studs. Analytical models were proposed to take into account the effects of axial load, concrete slab,
middle interior diaphragm, beam and column width condition, and punching shear failure mode.
Formulae in different conditions were established based on these models.
Wang [42-43] carried out tests for bolted moment joints connecting CFT column to H-shaped steel
beam using high-strength blind bolts, as shown in Figure 19. The cruciform specimens were under
monotonic or cyclic loading to investigate the static or seismic performance, stiffness degradation,
energy dissipation and failure modes of the blind bolted connection. The test parameters varied
were the column section type and the thickness of the end plate. The results showed that the
proposed connection displayed not only reasonable strength and stiffness, but also excellent
hysteretic behavior in terms of their moment-rotation response, strain distributions and energy
dissipation. It was a reliable and effective solution for moment-resisting composite frame
structures.

Figure 19. Square CFST Connections
Choi [44] studied the development of the through type concrete filled square steel tube column to
beam connection, reinforced with an asymmetric lower diaphragm, which could be used in
weak-earthquake regions such as Korea. The proposed connection was shown in Figure 20. Simple
tension tests and cyclic loading tests were taken out. The horizontal T-bar and stud bolts in the
vertical plates were designed to transmit the tensile stress from the bottom flange of the beam to the
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filled concrete. All the test specimens satisfied the 0.01 radian inelastic rotation capacity
requirements for the composite ordinary moment frame (C-OMF) of the AISC seismic provisions.

Figure 20. Supposed Connection Detail
Jones [45-46] presented simple hand calculation methods for fin-plate to rectangular column
connections under tensile loading or bending and shear loading based upon defining a rigid plate
deformation pattern for the column face and then applying the virtual work principle. The simple
hand calculation method was compared favorably with a large range of finite element simulations.
The proposed method could be used in the component based method for joints involving a fin-plate
component in tension or in shear and bending.
Park [47] improved the detail for a CFT square column-to-beam partially restrained composite
connection (PR-CC). The bottom beam flange was welded to the column tube to prevent brittle
fracture at the bottom of the bema flange, as shown in Figure 21. This type was evaluated to exhibit
equal or more ductility than the existing type.

(a) existing type

(b) suggested type I

(c) suggested type II

Figure 21. Bottom Connection Details of Specimens
Zhao [48] proposed a computationally efficient macromodeling scheme to simulate the nonlinear
behavior of composite structural connections consisting of steel-concrete composite beams and
concrete-filled steel tubular (CFST) columns. The model adopted fiber-based stress-strain relations
that enabled the consideration of strength and ductility for confined concrete and local buckling of
the steel tube. The flexibility of the composite-beam-to-CFST-column connection was modeled as a
panel zone. Compared with both overall response and local actions with those obtained from test
results, the computational efficiency of such an approach made it a viable methodology for
application in the nonlinear analysis of complete composite building systems composed of
steel-concrete beams and composite columns.
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Hu [49] studied the performance of composite-moment frames with smart partially restrained (PR)
CFT column connections. The innovative PR connections utilized the recentering properties of
super-elastic SMA tension bars and the energy dissipation capacity of low-carbon steel tension bars,
as figured out in Figure 22. Simplified user joint elements based on the mechanical modeling
approach were formulated in an effort to simulate the realistic behavior of bolted connections. The
performance of the proposed frame was compared with the conventional welded frame in terms of
time history response, residual roof drifts and inter-story drift ratios. It was observed that frames
with the PR composite connections showed superior performance.

Figure 22. Smart PR-CFT Connection Model (T-Stub Connection Detail)
Mirza [50] investigated the performance of beam-column flush end-plate connections when using
blind bolts. The strength on medium rise buildings in regions of medium to high seismicity was
studied. It was found that the maximum strength capacity, as well as ultimate displacement ductility,
was satisfactory and it was unsafe to estimate the actual strength capacity using code provisions
when large hysteretic displacements governed the structural response. Moreover, adequacy of
standardizing increased earthquake return periods within structural design connections was
investigated.
Tizani [51] presented a blind-bolted connection to concrete-filled square hollow sections using a
modified blind-bolt that addressed the issue of flexibility of the blind-bolt connector as well as that
of the tube face. An experimental program was conducted to measure the resulting connection
stiffness with varied connection endplate type, column thickness and concrete strength. It
concluded that the connection was able to develop the required stiffness for it to be used as a rigid
connection in braced frames.

5.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

CFRT column composite frame systems with steel beams have been widely used in
moment-resisting frame systems for engineering practice. This paper has presented a brief summary
of connection details that have been developed from the viewpoints of structural performance,
economy and productivity.
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Based on the previous research, it can be seen that considerable amount of work has been done to
optimize the connection details. However, it is far from satisfactory. Both theoretical analysis and
experimental data need to be expanded on the seismic behavior of these types of connections. The
future developments could be as follows:
(1) It is necessary to develop the most suitable model of the load-deformation relationship for
predicting the yielding and ultimate flexural and shear strength of connections to CFRT columns.
(2) The configuration and behavior of fully-bolted connection should be investigated. Fully -welded
open beam-to-CFRT column connections have been widely studied by many researchers. However,
the cost and inspection implications associated with on-site welding, and their critical performance
under cyclic loading remains as potential problems for this type of connections. In contrast, bolted
connections can provide similar or even more favorable behavior than their fully-welded
counterparts under various loading conditions.
(3) The viability of connections between CFRT columns and HSS beams should be explored. HSS
beams are beneficial because of their reduction in surface area and decrease in lateral bracing
requirements compared with open sections. Furthermore, connections with HSS beams can be a
challenge. The complex, unusual configuration of connections can pose geometrical and access
difficulty for fabricators and workers, and reinforcement such as horizontal stiffeners may not be
feasible to include on closed sections.
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ABSTRACT: This paper describes a series of tests on austenitic stainless steel welded I-columns. Two stub column
tests and seven long column tests were carried out. Geometric dimensions, local and overall imperfections of the
columns were measured. Material properties of the columns were obtained from tensile coupon and stub column
tests. The material enhancement due to the shear cutting in the fabrication of the columns was also measured. The
effects of this material enhancement and the residual stresses caused in welding, on the flexural buckling strengths of
columns were evaluated using finite element method. The strengths obtained from long column tests were compared
with the strengths predicted by European design code (Eurocode3: Part 1.4) and American design code
(SEI/ASCE-8-02). It is concluded that the column curve for welded I-column buckled in minor axis of European
design code is more reliable in the strength predictions for welded I-columns buckled in major axis and columns
buckled in minor axis.
Keywords: Stainless steel, Welded I-column, Test, Design, Column curve

1.

INTRODUCTION

Stainless steel sections are increasingly used in architectural and structural applications because of
their superior corrosion resistance, ease of maintenance and pleasing appearance in recent years.
Stainless steel column behaviors have been investigated both experimentally and theoretically.
Most of the previous researches focus on the behavior of the cold formed stainless steel columns.
Few researches have been reported on the welded I-columns. Kuwamura[1], Saliba and Gardner[2],
and Yuan et al. [3] reported tests on stainless steel stub column tests of welded I-sections.
Bredenkamp and Van den Berg [4] carried out two stub column tests and thirteen long column tests
on welded I-columns of Grade 3CR12. Burgan et al. [5] reported fifteen long column tests on
welded I-columns of Grade S304 and S31803. Up to date, a total of twenty eight long column tests
are available on the welded I-sections.
On the design code side, American design code (SEI/ASCE-8-02) [6] was developed for the design
of cold formed stainless members. Tangent modulus method is adopted in this code to calculate the
flexural buckling strength of stainless steel columns. Validation is required to check whether this
method is still suitable for the strength predictions of welded I-columns. European design code
(Eurocode3: Part 1.4) [7] uses Perry formula to predict the flexural buckling strengths of welded
I-columns. In the Perry formula, the imperfection parameters for the design of low carbon steel
columns are directly used for the design of stainless steel columns. As few test data are available,
more test data on the welded I-columns are need to validate and to improve the design codes.
This paper presents a comprehensive experimental program on stainless steel welded I-columns,
including the measurements of geometric dimension and imperfection, tensile coupon tests, stub
columns tests, and long columns tests. Furthermore, the effect of the fabrication, including the
shearing edge enhancement and the residual stresses, on the flexural buckling strengths of columns
were investigated using finite element method. Finally, the strengths from the long column tests
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were compared with the predictions using the current design codes. Recommendations on the
strength predictions for stainless steel welded I-columns are given.

2.

TEST PROGRAM

The material used in the tests is austenitic stainless steel Grade 304. The surface of the virgin plate
is No.1 Grade, i.e. no polishing and with color in silvery white. These plates were cut into strips by
shearing machine, and then the strips were welded into I-columns using TIG welding. The columns
were put into a reforming machine to reduce the imperfection due to the welding.
The nominal cross section used in the test is 100mm×100mm×6mm×6mm. The test program
consists of six material tensile coupon tests, two stub column tests and seven long column tests.
Prior to the column tests, geometric dimensions were measured. Local imperfections and overall
imperfections were measured for the stub columns and the long columns, respectively. Table 1
shows the measured geometric dimensions and imperfections.
Table 1. Measured Dimensions and Imperfections

Test Type

Specimens

H-S-a
H-S-b
H-L-1500M
Long column H-L-2000M
Major axis H-L-2500M
H-L-3000M
H-L-1500R
Long column
H-L-2000R
Minor axis
H-L-2500R
Stub column

Length Depth Width Thickness Imperfection(mm)
L(mm) H(mm) B(mm)
t(mm)
Major
Minor
400
1.17*
1.08*
400
1.51*
0.44*
1580†
0.79
1.33
†
2080
2.39
1.39
†
2580
2.39
2.35
100
100
5.85
3080†
1.81
2.73
†
1580
2.01
1.87
†
2080
1.97
1.17
2580†
0.99
11.45

Note: * these values are measured local imperfections. ‘Major’ and ‘Minor’ mean local imperfection of the flange
and that of the web, respectively. † This length is the distance between the two knife-edges.

2.1

Material Tests

Material test coupons were cut from the columns by Spark Cutting machine. This machine does not
introduce heat or cold work into the coupons during cutting. The cutting positions of the coupons
on the cross section and the shape of the coupon are shown in Figure 1. Three coupons were cut
from the center of the web, termed HZ-xx. Another three coupons were cut from the edge of the
flange, termed HB-xx. The reason for the cutting the coupons from the flange edge is that we want
to quantify the shear cutting effect on the material property.
Coupons were tested in a 100 kN capacity MTS displacement controlled testing machine with
friction grips. The load rate was 1mm/min controlled by the machine automatically. Pair of stain
gauges were pasted on each face of the coupon. Stain were recorded until the stain gauge peeled off
from the coupon. Figure 2 shows the material test setup.
Material test results were processed according to Eq. (1) (Gardner and Nethercot [8]). In this
equation, σ and ε are engineering stress and strain, respectively, E0 is the initial Young’s modulus,
σ0.2 is the 0.2% proof stress (also called yield strength), n is a strain hardening exponent, σ1.0 is the
1.0% proof stress, and n0.2,1.0 is a strain hardening coefficient representing a curve that passes
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through σ0.2 and σ1.0. Table 2 shows the material test results. In this table, σu is the ultimate stress,
εt0.2 and εt1.0 are the total strain corresponding to σ0.2 and σ1.0, respectively.

t

20
HZ-1

50

20

50

HB-1

50

stain gauge coupon

100

5

20

5

50

100

Figure 1. The Cutting Position and Dimensions of the Coupon

Figure 2. Material Test Setup
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Table 2. Material Properties from Tensile Coupon Tests
E0
σ0.01
σ0.2
σ1.0
σu.
et0.2
et1.0
Coupons
MPa
MPa
MPa
MPa
MPa
HB-1
189347 91.13 249.30 298.88 708.77 0.0032 0.0116
HB-2
181645 104.33 267.89 307.19 700.17 0.0037 0.0117
HB-3
184405 118.69 271.02 325.23 687.55 0.0035 0.0118
AVG.HB 185132 104.72 262.74 310.43 698.83 0.0034 0.0117
HZ-1
192295 93.23 235.76 283.96 674.84 0.0030 0.0115
HZ-2
190535 107.32 242.51 283.86 671.49 0.0033 0.0115
HZ-3
184632 103.49 247.10 291.45 672.08 0.0033 0.0116
AVG.HZ 189154 101.35 241.79 286.43 672.80 0.0032 0.0115

n

n0.2,1.0

2.98
3.18
3.63
3.26
3.23
3.67
3.44
3.45

2.00
1.70
2.30
2.00
2.30
1.80
2.00
2.03
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From Table 2, it is concluded that due to the shear cutting process, the proof stress σ0.2 and ultimate
stress σu of the coupons cut from the shearing edge were 20 MPa higher than those of the coupons
cut from the center of the web. That means the shear cutting process really introduces some degree
of cold work into the shearing edge.
2.2

Stub Column Tests

Stub column tests were conducted in a 600 kN capacity SCHENCK testing machine. Prior to the
tests, the ends of stub columns were milled flat to ensure they were fully contacted with the load
plate of the test machine. Seven stain gauges, six settled on the flanges and one on the center of the
web at mid height, respectively, were used to measure the average compression strain of the cross
section. Four displacement transducers (LVDT) were used to measure the axial shorting of the
column. The positions of the strain gauges and the test arrangement are shown in Figure 3.
The test strengths are listed in Table 5. Load-displacement curves are presented in Figure 4.
Both of these two short columns failed in material yielding. Although the local imperfections of the
stub columns in these tests were large (Avg. =1.05mm), local buckling of the plate did not appear
before the column reaching its ultimate strength (about 450kN). That means the cross section is
stocky enough to be considered fully effective in the design of long columns.

10

10

Strain gauge

50

50

Strain-stress curves were obtained from stub column tests. The average strain from seven strain
gauges was used as the strain, and the stress was calculated using the force divided by cross section
area. Material properties from stub column tests were shown in Table 3. Comparing data in Table 2
with the data in Table 3, the initial elastic modulus from stub column tests are lower than those
from the tensile coupon tests due to the existence of residual stresses, and the proof strengths from
stub column tests are close to those from tensile coupon tests.

50

50

Figure 3. Stub column test setup and the positions of strain gauges

Figure 4. Load-End shorting curves of the stub column
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Table 3 Material properties from stub column tests
E0
σ0.01
σ0.2
Specimens
n
MPa
MPa
MPa
H-S-a
174737 119.92 265.75 3.76
H-S-b
179987 131.26 256.14 4.48
AVG.
177362 125.59 260.95 4.12
2.3

Long Column Tests

Long columns were tested in a 5000 kN capacity hydraulic testing machine. One-way knife-edges
were settled at both ends of the columns to make the columns pinned in one axis and fixed in the
other one. Four columns were tested with pinned end condition in major axis, and three columns
were tested with pinned end condition in minor axis.Test arrangement is shown in Figure 5. It
should be noted that there was no rig settled at the mid height of the columns to restrain the lateral
deformation.
Clamps were designed to prevent unwanted sliding between the column end and the load plate.
Details of the clamps are given in Figure 6.
Tests were performed in a displacement-control model. A screw jack was settled at the bottom of
the column. A LVTD was fixed under the bottom loading plate to help control the loading rate.
Figure 7 shows the loading system in detail.
At each end of the column, four LVTDs, located at each corner of the end plate, were utilized to
record the end plate rotations and the displacements. Another three LVTDs were assigned at the
middle height of the column, two in the pinned direction and one in the fixed direction, respectively.
At the top of the column, a load cell was used to record the applied load.
The test strengths are given in Table 5. Figure 8 and Figure 9 show the load-lateral displacement
curves and the load-end shorting curves, respectively.
All the columns failed in the flexural buckling, and no local buckling was detected before the
column reached its ultimate strength.

Load Cell
Knife Edge
LVDTs

Columns of the
test machine

LVDTs

Specimens

LVDTs
Knife Edge
LVDT
Screw Jack

单刀铰

Figure 5. Long Column Test Setup
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Specimen
LVDT

Clamps
Load Plate

Figure 6. Clamps at the End of the Column

Knife Edge

LVDT

Screw Jack

LED Data Logger

Figure 7. Details of the Loading System
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Figure 8. Load-lateral Deflection Curves of the Test Columns
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Figure 9. Load-end Shorting Curves of the Test Columns
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FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

ANSYS [9] was employed to develop the finite element model. Nonlinear material properties,
geometric imperfections, and residual stresses were introduced into the finite element model. The
effects of the fabrication, the material enhancement at the shearing edge and the residual stresses
due to welding, on the strength of stainless steel welded I-column were discussed.
3.1

Material Model

Three options for the material properties used in the finite element analysis: the material properties
from the stub column tests, the material properties from the tensile coupon tests without
enhancement in the flange edge, and the material properties from the tensile coupon tests with
enhancement in the flange edge. For the material properties obtained from the stub column test,
there was no parameter for the second part of Eq. 1. So, Eq. 2 (Quach et al. [10]) was used to
calculate σ1.0 and n0.2,1.0. For the material properties from the tensile coupon tests without
enhancement, the material properties from the coupon cut from the web were used for the whole
cross section in the finite element model. For the material properties from the tensile coupon tests
with enhancement, the material properties from the coupon cut from the flange edge were used for
the edge region of the flange (20mm wide from the edge), and the material properties from the
coupons cut from the web were used for the rest region. Strain-stress curves used in finite element
model are shown in Figure 10.
For the plastic loading, von Mises yield rule, associated flow rule, and isotropic hardening rule
were utilized.
1
  1.0
  0.662 n  1.085
 0.2

 E  
n
 6.399  0.2   1.0
 0.2,1.0
 E0    0.2



  1.145


(2)

Figure 10. Strain-stress Curves used in Finite Element Model
3.2

Element

Shell 181, a 4-node structural shell element in ANSYS element library [9], was used. Shell 181 is
suitable for analyzing thin to moderately thick shell structures. It is a 4-noded element with six
degrees of freedom at each node with translations in the X, Y, and Z directions and rotations about
the X, Y, and Z-axes. Shell 181 is well-suited for linear, large rotation and large strain nonlinear
applications.
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Boundary Conditions

The boundary conditions for the stub column model and the long column model are shown in
Figure 11. For the stub column model, constrain equations were used to make the displacement of
the nodes at the loading end uniform in Z direction. At the loading end, all the degrees of freedom
were fixed except the translational degree of freedom in Z direction. At the support end, all the
degrees of freedom were fixed. The force was evenly applied on the nodes at the loading end. For
the long column model, constraint equations were used to ensure that all the nodes at each end of
the column act together as a rigid plane. A master node at each end represents the rigid plane.
Typically, any node in the rigid plane can be used as the master node. Here, we used the node in the
centroid of the cross section as the master node. Other nodes at this end were termed as slave nodes.
The boundary conditions were applied on the master node. For the master node at the loading end,
translational degrees of freedom in X and Y direction were fixed, and rotational degrees of freedom
in Y and Z direction were fixed. For the master node at the support end, the boundary conditions
were almost the same as those at the loading end, except that the translational degree of freedom in
Z direction was also fixed. The force was applied on the master node at the loading end.

Figure 11. Boundary conditions for the stub columns and the long columns
3.4

Geometric Imperfections and Residual Stresses

Eigenbuckling modes were used as the shapes of the imperfections. Measured imperfection
magnitudes were used as the magnitudes of imperfection. For the stub columns, only local
imperfection was taken into account. For the long columns, both local imperfection and overall
imperfection were introduced into the finite element model.
The residual stresses mode proposed by Wang et al. [11] were used in this paper. Wang et al. [11]
measured the residual stresses in the stainless steel welded I-section of Grade 316. Figure 12 shows
the residual stresses distribution mode and the residual stresses distribution introduced into finite
element model. It should be noted that for the finite element model that uses the material properties
from the stub column tests, residual stresses were not introduced into that model.
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Figure 12. Residual stresses distribution mode proposed by Wang et al. [11]
3.5

Analysis Cases

For each column, finite element model was run five times with different material properties options
and residual stresses options. Analysis cases are shown in Table 4.
Table 4. Analysis Cases for Each Column
Material property options
Residual stress options
Cases
Coupon tests
Coupon tests
Stub columns
With
Without
With enhancement Without enhancement
Fw
√
√
Fc
√
√
Fr
√
√
Fr+c
√
√
Fs
√
3.6

Finite Element Analysis Results

The finite element analysis results are listed in Table 5.
Table 5. Comparisons of the Test Results and the Finite Element Analysis Results
Ultimate Load Fw
Fc
Fr  c
Fs
Fr
Test Type
Specimens
F
F
F
F
Ft
t
t
t
t
F(kN)
H-S-a
530
stub columns
0.846 0.870 0.845 0.868
H-S-b
548
H-L-1500M
341
1.086 1.111 1.084 1.109 1.160
H-L-2000M
297
1.034 1.055 1.039 1.064 1.099
major axis
H-L-2500M
284
0.941 0.967 0.948 0.959 1.000
H-L-3000M
224
1.045 1.063 1.061 1.079 1.128
H-L-1500R
268
0.964 0.994 0.905 0.937 1.026
minor axis
H-L-2000R
209
0.980 1.004 0.897 0.925 1.048
H-L-2500R
136
0.875 0.896 0.817 0.842 0.929
Avg.
0.989 1.013 0.964 0.988 1.056
S.Dev
0.071 0.071 0.099 0.098 0.080
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From Table 5, it is concluded that:
(1). All the five analysis cases can predict the column strength well. The average ratios of the finite
element analysis results over the test results are around 1.0, with the maximum deviations less than
0.1. However, it seems the finite element model does not work well for the stub columns. Ashraf et
al.[12], and Bredenkamp and Van den Berg [4] also mentioned this phenomenon. That may be
attributed to the welding. First, the area of the cross section increases due to the welding filler.
Second, the heat, released in the welding process, changes the microstructure of the region
alongside the welding, which may improve the material strength in the heat-affected zone.
(2). Compared the results of the analysis cases with shearing edge enhancement(Fc) and the model
without that(Fw), we can conclude that the shearing edge enhancement can increase the column
strength by 2%~3%.
(3). Compared the results of the analysis cases with residual stresses (Fr)and the model without
that(Fw), it can be concluded that the effect of residual stresses on the column strength is obviously
different for columns buckled in major axis and for columns buckled in minor axis. For columns
buckled in major axis, residual stresses almost have no effect on the column strengths. While for
columns buckled in minor axis, residual stresses can decrease the column strengths by 6%~7%.
That is mainly due to the residual stresses distribution where the maximum compressive stress
happens at the far end of the minor axis.

4.

COMPARISON OF TEST STRENGTHS WITH DESIGN STRENGTHS

4.1

Test Database

Bredenkamp and Van den Berg [4] reported 13 long column tests on welded I 140×70×4.0×3.5 and
I 180×90×6.0×4.5, and the material is 3CR12. Burgan et al. [5] reported 15 long column tests on
welded I 160×80×6×10 and I 160×160×10×6, and the material is austenitic 1.4031 (S304) and
duplex 1.4462 (S31803).
In Reference 4, all the tested sections are very slender. So the effective area should be calculated
before the predictions of the column strength. In order to avoid the error from the determination of
the effective area, this set of test data is not considered here.
Combined with the column tests in this paper, a total of 22 test data are obtained.
4.2

Current Design Codes

American design code (SEI/ASCE 8-02) [6] and European design code (Eurocode3: Part 1.4) [7]
are considered here.
Perry formula is adopted in European design code to calculate the flexural buckling strength of
stainless steel column. The reduction factor χ is defined as follows:


1

  2  2

  0.5[1     2 ]

1

(3)

(4)
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where η is imperfection parameter =α(λ-λ0). For welded I-columns buckled in major axis, α and λ0
are equal to 0.49 and 0.20, respectively. For welded I-columns buckled in minor axis, α and λ0 are
equal to 0.76 and 0.20, respectively.
In American design code, the tangent modulus theory is adopted. The flexural buckling stress, Fn, is
defined by Eq. 5.
Fn 

 2 Et

 KL / r 

2

 Fy

(5)

where Fn is the flexural buckling stress; Et is the tangent modulus in compression corresponding to
buckling stress; K is the effective length factor; L is the unbraced length of members; r is the radius
of gyration of full, unreduced cross section. Iterations are necessary in solving buckling stress.
4.3

Comparisons

Figure 13 shows the test strengths and the column curves from the design codes. It should be noted
here that in the calculations of the column curves using the design codes, material properties from
tensile coupon tests cut from the web center were used (E0=189154 MPa, σ0.2=241.79 MPa,
n=3.45). In addition, the partial factors (such as γm in the European design code) were set to 1.0.
In Figure 13, ‘EN-major’ and ‘EN-minor’ mean the column curves in the European design code for
the welded I-column buckled in major axis and the column buckled in minor axis, respectively;
‘ASCE’ means the column curve in the American design code.

Figure 13. Comparisons between the Test Strengths and the Predictions of Design Codes
From Figure 13, those conclusions could be dawn:
(1) Most of the test data locate between the column curve for columns buckled in major axis and
the column curve for the columns buckled in minor axis in the European design code.
(2) There is no obvious difference in the reduction factor for columns buckled in major axis and
columns buckled in minor axis.
(3) American design code predicts the column strength well for columns with comparatively large
slenderness. For columns with small slenderness, the predictions are unconservative.
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(4) Conservatively, the column curves in European design code for columns buckled in minor axis
can be used as the design curve for welded I-column buckled in major axis and column
buckled in minor axis.

5.

CONCLUSIONS

(1) A series of tests on stainless steel welded I-columns were carried out. Two stub columns and
seven long columns were tested. The stub columns failed in material yielding, and the long
columns failed in flexural buckling.
(2) The effect of the fabrication process on the column buckling strengths were investigated using
the finite element method. The shear cutting in cutting the plate into strips, can increase the
material strength along the cutting edge, and this type of material enhancement can improve
the column strength by 2%~3%. The residual stresses caused in welding process can decrease
strength of welded I-column buckled in minor axis by 6%~7%, while it has no effect on the
strength of column buckled in major axis.
(3) The column curve in European design code for columns buckled in minor axis can be used as
the design curve for welded I-columns buckled in major axis and columns buckled in minor
axis.
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ABSTRACT: As steel strength increases, the fracture toughness may be quite different from that of normal steel, and
the corresponding welded joints can be the critical spots due to possible brittle fracture behavior. Moreover, the
design load for high-strength steel structure is larger and the steel with higher stress is more sensitive to defect, which
increases the potentials of brittle fracture. The service of steel structures in cold regions increases the crisis of brittle
fracture. Therefore, a series of three-point bending tests were conducted at low temperature to investigate the fracture
toughness of high-strength steel and its butt weld. Fracture micro-mechanisms were analyzed through Scanning
Electron Microscopy of the fractured surfaces in specimens. The fracture toughness indices (critical CTOD values) of
high-strength steel and its butt weld all decrease as temperature decreases. The heat affected zone (HAZ) is more
critical to fracture than the base material, indicated by much lower critical CTOD values and higher transition
temperature. The fracture toughness of high-strength steel is relatively lower than the conventional steels (i.e.
235MPa, 345MPa and 390MPa). The results obtained in this paper provide reference for the fracture resistant design
of high-strength steel structures in cold regions．
Keywords: fracture toughness; high-strength steel; butt weld; low temperature; brittle fracture
DOI: 10.18057/IJASC.2015.11.4.3

1.

INTRODUCTION

High-strength steel has been popular and applied in long-span structures and high-rise buildings for
the advantage of light weight and high loading capacity [1-4]. However, the mechanical properties
and toughness of the high-strength steel may be quite different from that of normal steel, due to the
different rolling process, crystal phases and chemical components. As steel strength increases, the
elongation decreases and the yield to ultimate strength ratio increases generally according to some
related researches [5-14], which indicates the lower plastic deformation capacity when failure.
Therefore, the use of high-strength steels is limited.
Further, the welding for high-strength steel is difficult, and welding defect is prone to occur in weld
metal and heat affected zone (HAZ). Besides, the effect of the heat input during welding on the
toughness of HAZ is significant [18-20]. Welded joints can be the critical spots for structural
integrity due to possible brittle fracture behavior [21]. Besides, based on the fracture mechanics, the
steel with higher stress is more sensitive to defect [22]. For high-strength steel structure, the design
load is obvious larger than that for conventional steel structure, which increases the potentials of
brittle fracture.
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Additionally, a considerable number of steel structures were reported to be brittle fracture damaged
in cold regions, and temperatures of the majority land area in China are quite low in winter [23-27].
For the study on brittle fracture of steel structure, despite the traditional impact toughness index can
reflect the fracture resistant ability of materials to a certain extent, but it hardly gave an accurate
evaluation for the structural security, while the fracture toughness index can evaluate it
quantitatively.
Therefore, the extension and safe usage of high-strength steel welded structures especially requires
investigations on the fracture toughness of the welded joints of high-strength steels at low
temperature, as well as the ambient temperature.

2.

OVERVIEW OF THREE POINT BENDING TESTS

A series of three-point bending (TPB) tests for the butt welds of high-strength steel with yield point
of 460MPa and 960MPa were carried out at ambient temperature and low temperature in the
present study. Five temperature points, i.e. +20, 0, -20, -40, -60 °C, were selected for the series of
tests, and three replicated specimens were performed for each temperature point. The crack tip
opening displacement (CTOD) as a fracture toughness parameter was investigated by TPB tests at
five different temperatures, and the transition procedure from ductile to brittle for the butt welds of
high-strength steel are studied, so as to provide technical basis for the brittle fracture prevention
design of high-strength steel structure. Besides, microstructure and fracture mechanisms were
investigated by Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) of fracture surfaces in specimens.
2.1

Specimen Materials

High-strength steel plates of 14mm thickness in the experiments were produced by the
controlled-rolling technology, the chemical compositions of the 460MPa and 960MPa steel plates
are given in Table 1.
Table 1. Chemical Compositions of High-strength Steel Plates wt%
460MPa
960MPa
C
S
P
Si
Mn
C
S
P
Si
Mn
0.190 0.004 0.013 0.220 1.510 0.060 0.002 0.011 0.260 1.610
The welding process for the 460MPa and 960MPa steel plates adopt full penetrated gas metal arc
welding (GMAW) and submerged arc welding (SAW) respectively. The welding process has been
qualified in accordance with JGJ81-2002 “Technical specification for welding of steel structure of
building” [28]. The welding process parameters are listed in Table 2. The butt welds are of
V-groove, the geometries of which are shown in Figure 1.
Table 2 Welding Process Parameters
Shielding
Voltage/V Current/A Velocity/cm/min
Method Position Wire
Φ/mm
gas (Flux)
CO220%+
28-35
460MPa GMAW flat
JM-60
1.2
250-300
30-45
Ar80%
30-34
960MPa SAW
flat
SLD-80 4
SJ101
530-570
40-45
Base
material
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Figure 1. The V-shaped Groove Weld used in this Investigation
The samplings of specimen for weld metal and HAZ are shown in Figures 2(a) & (b), respectively.
For the specimens sampled from weld metal, the center of specimen coincide with the center of the
weld gap as shown in Figure 2(a); for those sampled from the HAZ, the center of specimen is
located away from the vertical fusion line at weld root with the distance of 5mm as shown in Figure
20(b). The pre-crack direction is consistent with the rolling direction of plates.

14

45°

28

14

The geometries and dimensions of the specimen as shown in Figure 2(c) were in accordance with
the standard “Metallic materials-Unified method of test of determination for quasistatic fracture
toughness” [29]. The specimen thickness B is 14mm, width W is 28mm, and distance between the
bearing points S is 112 mm. The single edge crack of the specimen was machined by 8mm wire
cutting and then headed by fatigue pre-crack of which the length is 3mm. The schematics of test
specimen and test setup are shown in Figure 2(c).

Figure 2. Sampling and Geometry of Three-point Bending Specimen
2.2

Experimental Equipment

The three-point bending tests were implemented by the electronic universal testing machine
(INSTRON) as shown in Figure 3(a). The specimens were refrigerated by mixed steam of air and
liquid nitrogen in the sealed attemperator installed with INSTRON and the lowest temperature of
-70 °C can be achieved. Testing scene inside attemperator is shown in Figure 3(b). The fatigue test
machine for pre-crack of TPB specimen is shown in Figure 3(c).
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(a) Cryogenic test equipments

(b) Three-point bending test in attemperator

(c) Fatigue test machine (INSTRON)

Figure 3. Experimental Setup
2.3

Experimental Protocol

(1) Load punching should be guaranteed to be located at the center of specimen.
(2) Tests were performed from +20 °C to -60 °C, and for each temperature points, the specimens
were cooled at the same time, so as to improve test efficiency.
(3) The lasting time of cooling for specimens should not be less than 15 minutes and the deviation
of test temperature to setting temperature should be within the range of ±2 °C during the test.
(4) Loading rate maintain constant and the velocity of the loading beam was controlled to be about
1mm/min during experimental process.
(5) Prior to the failure of specimens, the relationship of displacement and load was recorded by
computer.

3.

TEST RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In the present study, δm (the CTOD value which is corresponded with the maximum load Pm) was
taken as the critical value of CTOD, for this value can be applied in all varieties of fracture
situations and is convenient for analysis, as well as it can be determined accurately. The load P and
displacement V were recorded by force sensor and clip-on displacement gauge, respectively. The P
values represent the load in the mid-span of specimen; V values represent the crack mouth opening
displacement. According to the standard GB/T 21143-2007 [29], the critical values of CTOD can be
determined by Eq. (1) as follows:
K I (1   )
2

 

2 y E

2



rp (W  a0 )V p
rp (W  a0 )  a0  Z

(1)
,

Where KI =YP/ [BW1/2], the value of Y can be obtained by table look-up based on the value of (a0/W)
according to the test standard [15], B is the thickness of specimen, W is the width of specimen; rp is
the plastic rotational factor, for TPB test specimen, rp =0.44; the plastic component of crack mouth
opening displacement Vp is obtained by the curve of P-V; the initial crack length a0 was measured
on the fracture surface; the Poisson’s ratio μ is taken to be 0.3, the elastic modulus E and the yield
point σy were obtained by the previous tensile tests; Z is the thickness of the knife-edge on which
the displacement gauge clipped.
The test results of three replicated specimens for the two high-strength steels and the butt welds
obtained at the varied temperatures are listed in Table 3 and Table 4, respectively.
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Table 3. The critical CTOD Values δm (mm) of 460MPa Steel and its Butt Weld
T/°C
20
0
-20
-40
-60

Base material
Test results Average
0.32406
0.41195
0.3835
0.41458
0.42019
0.33587
0.3893
0.41188
0.46500
0.36394
0.3929
0.34989
0.27008
0.49135
0.3177
0.19170
0.04461
0.1543
0.1296
0.18997

Weld metal
Test results Average
0.56320
0.41370
0.5824
0.77032
0.62539
0.34522
0.5408
0.65190
0.48160
0.35757
0.3662
0.25929
0.47094
0.67253
0.4774
0.28874
0.07191
0.14151
0.0925
0.06405

HAZ
Test results
0.10746
0.30255
0.27878
0.34708
0.32018
0.27022
0.29333
0.31121
0.24766
0.26235
0.15917
0.16117
0.15507
0.04222
0.05311

Average
0.2296
0.3125
0.2841
0.1942
0.0835

Table 4. The Critical CTOD Values δm (mm) of 960MPa Steel and its Butt Weld
T/°C
20
0
-20
-40
-60

Base material
Test results Average
0.16652
0.27909
0.2016
0.15911
0.27212
0.08881
0.1673
0.14099
0.1238
0.27781
0.1556
0.06508
0.05651
0.03891
0.0497
0.05381
0.04726
0.04138
0.0389
0.02793

Weld metal
Test results
0.19019
0.18366
0.23628
0.03827
0.36872
0.33623
0.32006
0.19872
0.04991
0.1663
0.0581
0.06673
0.08849
0.05181
0.04201

Average
0.2034
0.2477
0.1896
0.0970
0.0608

HAZ
Test results
0.11803
0.11458
0.33039
0.10164
0.10985
0.33453
0.00997
0.11661
0.04198
0.02698
0.05245
0.056
0.0081
0.05576
0.02417

Average
0.1877
0.1320
0.0562
0.0452
0.0293

Figure 4. δm Versus Temperature Curves for High-strength Steel and Other Three Structural Steels
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The tested δm average values of high-strength steels (460MPa and 960MPa) with 14mm plate
thickness are compared with that of 235MPa, 345MPa and 390MPa steels with 12mm thickness [26]
as shown in Figure 4. The variation trends of all the five structural steels are decreasing as
temperature decreases, the fracture toughness for 390MPa steel is the largest one, and that for the
235MPa, 345MPa and 460MPa steels are similar, the value for the 960MPa steel is the smallest
among the five structural steels. That indicates the fracture toughness of low-alloyed steel is
relative higher than ordinary carbon steel, however, when the strength of steel increases to a certain
value, the fracture toughness reduces.

Figure 5. δm Versus Temperature Curves for Butt Welds of 460Mpa and 960Mpa Steels
The average values of δm versus temperature curves for the butt weld of 460MPa and 960MPa steel
are shown in Figure 5. The variation trends of the δm average values for weld metal and HAZ all
decrease as temperature decreases, except the value of weld metal for 460MPa steel obtained at
-40 °C, which may result from the discrete results of weld metal as shown in Table 3. As a whole,
the average results of weld metal are higher than that of HAZ for both 460MPa and 960MPa steel,
indicating that the fracture toughness is relative higher in weld metal.
The reduction amplitudes of HAZ for 460MPa and 960MPa steel in the range of 0°C to -60 °C are
73.3% and 70.1%, respectively, showing the significant influence of low temperature on the
fracture toughness of welded high-strength steel, and indicating that the material transit from
ductile to brittle in that temperature range. In addition, δm average values of the weld for 960MPa
steel are smaller than that for 460MPa steel as shown in Figure 5, indicating that when the steel
strength increases to a certain value, the fracture toughness reduces, which agrees with the
conclusions reached before.
The transition temperature of ductile-brittle is applied as a critical criterion for fracture resistant
design in engineering. The typical curve of toughness versus temperature is S-shaped, which
consists of three parts, i.e. the lower shelf, the transition region and the upper shelf. The lower shelf
corresponds to the “brittle” mechanisms of fracture. As the temperature increases, a combination
fracture mechanism of brittle and ductile is achieved in the transition region. If the temperature
increases even further, the fracture mechanism transits to completely ductile fracture mechanism
corresponding to the upper shelf. However, it is almost impossible to obtain such a typical curve by
tests, for the dispersion of experimental data is always great. Large quantities of experimental
researches have shown that the Boltzmann function can well describe the correlation of toughness
and temperature [30], and the physical meanings of each parameter are definite. So in this paper,
the average δm values obtained by tests were regressed by Boltzmann function as Eq. (2), Where δ1,
δ2, Tt and Tr are curve-fitting parameters; T represents the temperature variable; δ is the critical
CTOD value at temperature T; δ1 and δ2 are the fracture toughness of the lower and upper shelf,
respectively; Tt is the transition temperature of ductile to brittle; Tr is the temperature range of
transition region.
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The temperature transition curves of fracture toughness for 460MPa and 960MPa steels are shown
in Figure 6, as well as the corresponding welds. Curve-fitting parameters in Eq. (2) by regress of
the test data are listed in Table 5.

Figure 6. Temperature Transition Curves of
Fracture Toughness for 460Mpa and 960Mpa Steels
Table 5. Fitting Parameters of Boltzmann Function for δm Falues
Steel
960MPa

460MPa

Specimen
Weld metal
HAZ
Base
material
Weld metal
HAZ
Base
material

δ2/ mm
0.23
0.18

Tt/ °C
-29.76
-12.45

Tr/ °C
6.95
3.92

R2
0.82
0.98

0.04

0.19

-27.33

5.6

0.90

0.06
0.08

0.50
0.27

-53.58
-40.25

2.62
0.81

0.77
0.66

0.13

0.39

-40.72

0.74

0.99

δ1/ mm
0.06
0.03

Indicated by Table 5, the upper shelf value and the transition range of weld metal for both 460MPa
and 960MPa steels are larger than that of base material and HAZ, moreover, the ductile-brittle
transition temperatures are lower than base material and HAZ, showing that the fracture toughness
of weld metal is relative high and the fracture property of weld metal itself is not a controlling
factor.
On the other hand, the upper and lower shelf values of HAZ for the two high-strength steels are
lower than base material, although the ductile-brittle transition temperature of HAZ for 460MPa
steel (－40.28°C) is close to that of base metal(－40.94°C), that may result from the limited
quantity of test specimens, correlation coefficient of fitting results for HAZ by Boltzmann function
is relative small. For 960MPa steel, the transition temperature of HAZ(－12.45°C) is larger than
that of base material(－27.33°C), indicating that the fracture toughness of HAZ deteriorate, and it
is the weakest zone for the brittle resistant design of welded steel structure.
Compared with the fitting results of 460MPa steel, the upper shelf values of 960MPa steel and the
corresponding welds are much lower, the ductile-brittle transition temperatures are higher than that
of 460MPa steel, it demonstrates that as the steel strength increases to a certain extent, the fracture
toughness decreases. Besides, the fracture toughness decreases more rapidly as the temperature
decreases as shown in Figure 5, showing the more significant effect of temperature on the fracture
toughness.
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SEM OF TPB FRACTURED SURFACE

The micro-morphology of TPB fracture surface was scanned by the electron microscope as shown
in Figures 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12, the scanning position was close to the fracture surface center, the
scanning magnifications for 460MPa and 960MPa steels were 2000 x and 1000x respectively.
As shown in Figure 7, the fracture surfaces for 460MPa steel at 20 °C and 0 °C have lots of dimples
and tearing ridges existed; as temperature decreases, the fracture surfaces are dominated by the
brittle fracture characteristics with shiny cleavage planes. As for the fracture surfaces for weld
metal and HAZ of 460MPa steel , there are considerable dimples and tearing ridges at 20 °C as well,
showing the feature of transgranular fracture, the dimples and tearing ridges gradually reduce until
disappear and micro fractograph at -60 °C exhibits typical intergranular brittle fracture feature with
river patterns and cleavage stages. The microscopic characteristics changing with temperature are
in accordance with the macro toughness index (δm).

Figure 7. Micro-morphology of Fracture Surfaces for 460MPa Steel at Five Different Temperatures

Figure 8. Micro-morphology of Fracture Surfaces for Weld Metal of 460Mpa Steel
at Five Different Temperatures

Figure 9. Micro-morphology of Fracture Surfaces for HAZ of 460Mpa Steel
at Five Different Temperatures
As shown in Figures 10, 11 and 12, the micro-morphologies for 960MPa steel and its weld are
different from that for 460MPa steel. The fracture surface for base material at 20 °C is quite uneven
and the voids are relative large, while as the temperature decreases, the fracture surface becomes
smooth and the voids change from large to small, from deep to shallow, the quasi-cleavage planes
which exhibit some plastic deformation and the tearing ridges occur at -20 °C, showing the feature
of quasi-cleavage fracture. When temperature decreases to -40 °C, the fractograph exhibits the
cleavage step pattern. The transgranular fracture occurs at -60 °C with tongue patterns in the
fracture surface.
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As for the weld metal of 960MPa steel, there are dimples in the fractograph at 20 °C as shown in
Figure 11, the micro fracture mechanism is void coalescence, as temperature decreases, the
dimples become small and shallow until disappear. Dimples and cleavage steps both can be seen at
0 °C, showing the mixed characteristic of ductile fracture and brittle fracture. Many tearing ridges
occur at -20 °C, and the fractographs are dominated by the shinny cleavage planes which are
shaped like crystal when temperature reduces to -40 °C and -60 °C, showing the intergranular
brittle fracture feature. Compared with the micro-characteristics of 960MPa steel and its weld metal,
the fractograph of the HAZ has fewer and smaller dimples as shown in Figure 12, which indicates
the worse toughness in HAZ. When temperature drops from -20 °C and -60 °C, the cleavage cracks
develop, the brittle fracture feature is more obvious for HAZ than base material and weld metal,
which corresponds to the lowest δm values and the highest transition temperature (-12.45 °C) for
HAZ as listed in Table 4 and Table 5.

Figure 10. Micro-morphology of Fracture Surfaces for 960Mpa Steel
at Five Different Temperatures

Figure 11. Micro-morphology of Fracture Surfaces for Weld Metal of 960Mpa Steel
at Five Different Temperatures

Figure 12. Micro-morphology of Fracture Surfaces for HAZ of 960Mpa Steel
at Five Different Temperatures

5.

CONCLUSIONS

(1) The variation trends of fracture toughness index (critical CTOD values δm) for high-strength
steel and the corresponding butt weld are all reduced with temperature decreases. The decline
amplitudes of δm for the specimens are all larger than 64% as the temperature drops from 20°C to
-60°C, showing the temperature sensitivity to fracture for the welded high-strength steel.
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(2) The fracture toughness of high-strength steels (460MPa and 960MPa) is lower than that of
conventional steels, such as steels with yield point of 235MPa, 345MPa and 390MPa. The fracture
toughness for 390MPa steel is the largest, and that for 960MPa steel is the lowest, which indicates
that the fracture toughness of low-alloyed steel is relative higher than ordinary carbon steels,
however, when the strength of steel increases to a certain value, the fracture toughness reduces.
(3) Compared with the base material, the fracture toughness in weld metal is higher than that in
base material as a whole, and the δm values in HAZ are the lowest, indicating the fracture
toughness deteriorate in HAZ. Moreover, the ductile-brittle transition temperatures of HAZ are
higher than that of weld metal and base material, the values are -12.45°C and -40.25°C for 960MPa
and 460MPa steels respectively, which is in accordance with the deterioration of fracture toughness
in HAZ. Accordingly, the toughness of HAZ should be the major consideration in the fracture
resistant design of high-strength steel structures.
(4) The micro-morphologies of TPB specimens also show the large effects of temperature on the
toughness of high-strength steels and the welds, and the fractographs all exhibit the brittle fracture
mechanism at -20°C. Besides, the brittle fracture feature at low temperature is more obvious for
HAZ, which is consistent with the lower macro toughness index δm. The toughness of high-strength
steel gets worse in cold regions, and the toughness of HAZ is critical for brittle fracture prevention
and should be the main concern in engineering.
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ABSTRACT: Full tensile structures (such as cable domes, cable networks and cable trusses) are structures that only
consist of cables and struts. There are three steps in its onsite construction: (1) assembly and connection, (2) towing
and lifting and (3) tensioning and shaping. During construction process, the structure may suffer from large
mechanism displacement and cable slack, so its initial shape was far from equilibrium. The form-finding analysis is a
major difficulty in the construction process analysis. In this paper, we propose a new method for static equilibrium
form-finding analysis of a cable-strut system based on a nonlinear dynamic finite element method and introduce
virtual inertia and viscous damping force, as well as a series analysis techniques and a multi-step continuous solver.
When the total system kinetic energy reaches its peak, the finite element model is updated, and the dynamic
equilibria gradually converge to a static equilibrium state through iterative updating. To improve the analysis
efficiency, stability and accuracy, key technical measures are proposed for time-step lengths, total energy peak value,
model updating, convergence criteria and static equilibrium verification. In the case of the rigid cable dome in Wuxi
New District Science and Technology Exchange Centre in China, we used this method to perform the mechanical
analysis during the integral tow-lifting and tensioning process, and the project corresponded with our analysis.
Meanwhile, we have to mention that during the construction process of integral tow-lifting, an inflection point exists
in the adjustment phase, at which point the configuration stability is the worst and struts can fall sideways.
Especially, for cable domes with a high rise-span ratio, the stability at the inflection point needs to be addressed.
Keywords: cable-strut system; static equilibrium state; form-finding; nonlinear dynamic finite elements; non-bracket
tow-lifting construction technology
DOI: 10.18057/IJASC.2015.11.4.4

1.

INTRODUCTION

A cable-strut system is a system that consists of cables and struts and can be a standalone structure,
such as a cable dome, cable networks or a cable truss. It can also form structures with other steel
substructures, such as a cable-stayed grid, a chord support dome or a beam string structure.
On-site construction of a cable-strut system requires three steps: (1) assembly and connection, (2)
towing and lifting and (3) tensioning and shaping. Assembly and connection connects the cable and
strut under zero-stress conditions based on topology; towing and lifting installs the assembled
cable-strut system in the designated location using towing or lifting equipment; and tensioning and
shaping establishes the pre-stress tensions and forms the structure by tensioning the cables or
supporting the struts. Before the on-site construction, a numerical simulation analysis of the overall
cable-strut system construction process that primarily focuses on the towing and lifting and
tensioning and shaping is required to control the key construction processes and to verify the
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stability of the structure. Moreover, the simulation can provide the needed parameters which are the
basis for construction and monitoring.
The construction process is dynamic, but in terms of the construction state at a given time point, the
cable-strut system is in a static equilibrium state. Therefore, the cable-strut system construction
process can be divided into several construction stages to perform the static equilibrium
form-finding analysis.
There is a significant difference between the static equilibrium state during construction and the
structure-forming state in the configuration of cable-strut system. The difference is especially
significant during the early stages of the construction, including towing and installation and
tensioning and shaping. The position of the cable-strut system gradually moves toward, closes in on
and finally reaches its final state. Before tensioning, the cable-strut system is a mechanism system:
it must establish the pre-stressed tension through tensioning and thus form the structure with
structural rigidity. The shape-forming state required by the design is used as the initial
configuration to set up the model. Form-finding analysis then uses this model to determine the
cable-strut system static equilibrium state for the various construction stages. During the
form-finding process, the cable-strut system indicates the mechanism displacement, while the
elastic strain is small. In addition, because the flexible cable (i.e., steel wire bundles, steel strand, or
steel rope) can only be pulled, not compressed or bent, part or all of the cable remains in the
relaxed state during construction. Due to that a large displacement exists (including the mechanism
displacement and cable relaxation), the linear static finite element used for the conventional
structures cannot be used for this analysis.
Currently, the major cable-strut system static equilibrium form-finding analyses include the
nonlinear static finite element method, the nonlinear force method, and the dynamic relaxation
method.
(1) The nonlinear static finite element method is used to establish a finite element model and uses a
nonlinear iteration method to determine the static equilibrium state. The explicit expression of the
stiffness matrix of cables and an iteration solution was derived by Jayaraman [1]. To facilitate
convergence, it assumes the path of motion or sets an initial displacement that approaches the
equilibrium position; the rigidity of a relaxed catenary without pre-stressed tension and the rigidity
of a mast without strain are not included in the total structure. The weight, however, is considered
to be a concentrated load exerted on the connected node [2].
(2) The nonlinear force method is a nonlinear analysis method based on the force method and it can
analyze various structure forms, including kinetically indeterminate systems and statically
indeterminate systems. Moreover, the method can be used to solve problems about structures with
mechanism displacement and perform force or state analysis of structures with coupled mechanism
displacement and elastic displacement. The force method has more applications compared to the
number of applications of the finite element displacement method, and in the equilibrium equation
established by the force method the equilibrium matrix is an asymmetric full array matrix. The
singular value decomposition of equilibrium matrix was used by Pellegrino and Calladine [3].
Based on the equilibrium matrix, we can perform kinematic analysis of planar deployable structures
with angulated beams [4]. In contrast, the stiffness matrix established by the displacement method,
is a symmetrical sparse matrix. Much more computing power is needed for the singular value
decomposition of full array equilibrium matrix than for triangular decomposition of the stiffness
matrix [5]. Based on the nonlinear force method, a new incremental algorithm to trace the
non-linear equilibrium paths of pin-jointed structures was proposed. Geometrically, non-linear
force method, which is derived from the force method, is applied instead of geometrically
non-linear finite-element method. Singular value decomposition operation of the equilibrium
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matrix is introduced into the calculation of the responses of structures [6].
(3) The dynamic relaxation method can be used in the form-finding and load analysis of tension
structures [7-12]. This method converts the static problem into a dynamic problem using a virtual
mass and a viscous damping force. The structure is dispersed into virtual particles with virtual
masses that are located at the spatial node position; under an unbalanced force, these dispersed
virtual particles move along the unbalanced force direction macroscopically to reduce the overall
unbalanced force in the structure. After a particular interval of time, if the overall kinetic energy of
the structure is less than it was before, the kinetic energy is assumed to have reached its peak value
between the two time points. All of the velocity components are then set to zero. Under the current
unbalanced force, vibration restarts. This cycle repeats until the structure kinetic energy approaches
zero, i.e., until it reaches the static equilibrium state. The dynamic relaxation method performs
equilibrium iterations spatial point by spatial point and time point by time point; it does not require
the formation of an overall stiffness matrix, and it does not experience error accumulation [13].
The current paper proposes a new analysis method to determine the static equilibrium state of a
cable-strut system: the nonlinear dynamic finite element method.

2.

FORM-FINDING ANALYSIS USING THE NONLINEAR DYNAMIC FINITE
ELEMENT METHOD

The nonlinear dynamic finite element method (NDFEM) [14] is used to determine the static
equilibrium state of cable-strut system and is based on nonlinear dynamic finite elements. By
introducing virtual inertia and a viscous damping force, we establish the equations of motion,
which transform static problems that are difficult to solve into dynamic problems that are easy to
solve. Moreover, through iterative updating of the configuration of the cable-strut system, the
dynamic equilibrium state gradually converges to the static equilibrium state. A cable-strut system
is in a static imbalanced state before the analysis, is in a dynamic balanced state during the analysis
and reaches a static balanced state after convergence. In other words, the cable-strut system moves
from an initial static imbalanced state to a stable static balanced state.
2.1
Details of the NDFEM Form-Finding Analysis
2.1.1

Analytic logic

The main content of the NDFEM form-finding analysis is the nonlinear dynamic equilibrium
iteration and the configuration update iteration. The analysis includes the following steps:
establishing an initial finite element model; conducting nonlinear dynamic finite element analysis;
updating the finite element model when the total kinetic energy reaches its peak value; continuing
dynamic analysis until the configuration converges; and conducting nonlinear static analysis on the
converged finite element model to verify the static equilibrium state and extract the results.
2.1.2
(1)
(2)

Specific Steps (Figure 1)
Preparation for analysis: Define the design and formation state of the cable-strut system,
construction program and construction phases that need to be analyzed.
Establish an initial finite element model: select a cable unit and strut unit that meet the
accuracy requirement of the project; establish a finite element model according to the
designed formation state or other assumed initial configuration; impose gravity and other
loads (e.g., a hanging load), as well as boundary constraints, according to the required
analysis for each construction phase; apply equivalent initial strain  p or equivalent
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temperature difference T p to the cable-strut based on Eq. 1 and Eq. 2, and the known
condition of the original cable length; and apply  p or T p to the cable-strut, based on Eq.
3 and Eq. 4, and the known condition of the cable-strut internal forces (e.g., tractive force,
tension).

 p  S / S0  1

(1)

T p   p /   (1  S / S0 ) / 

(2)

 p  F / ( E  A)

(3)

T p   p /    F / ( E  A   )

(4)

where S is the element length of the model; S0 is the element original length; E, A and  are the
elastic modulus, cross-sectional area and coefficient of thermal expansion, respectively; and F is the
cable-strut internal force.
(3)

Set the analysis parameters and convergence criteria: The Rayleigh Damping Matrix (Eq. 6)
can be used in a dynamic balance equation (Eq. 5) in which the self-resonant circular
frequency and the damping ratio can be set virtually, as can the maximum number of time
steps for single dynamic analysis [Nts] and the maximum number of dynamic iterations for a
single time step [Nei]. In addition, the initial time step size ΔTs(1), the time step size
adjustment coefficient Cts（Cts ≥1）, the convergence displacement value of the dynamic
equilibrium iteration [Uei], the convergence displacement value of the configuration update
iteration [Uci] and the maximum frequency of the configuration iteration [Nci] can also be set
virtually.

[ M ]U  [C ]U   [ K ]U   F (t )

(5)

[C ]   [ M ]   [ K ]

(6)





2i j (i j   ji )

 2j  i2

(7)

2( j j  ii )

 2j  i2

(8)

U  , U  and U are the displacement vector, speed vector and acceleration vector,
respectively; F (t ) is the load duration vector; [C] is the Rayleigh damping matrix; [M] is the

where

mass matrix; [K] is the stiffness matrix;  and  are Rayleigh damping coefficients; i and  j
are the self-resonant circular frequencies at step i and step j, respectively; and  i and  j are the
damping ratios that correspond to i and  j , respectively. If i   j   , Eq. (7) and Eq. 8 can be
simplified to Eq. 9 and Eq. 10:
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(9)

(10)

(4) Iteration analysis
① Adjust the mth time step size of the dynamic analysis ΔT s(m).
② Nonlinear dynamic finite element analysis: establish the nonlinear dynamic finite element
equilibrium equation (Eq. 5). Solve the equation according to the time step ΔTs(m). Track the
displacement, speed, and total kinetic response of the cable-strut system. When the general
movement direction of the cable-strut system is clear, the damping force can be ignored and an
equation for undamped motion can be established to accelerate the movement of the static
balance configuration and improve analysis efficiency, as shown in Eq. 11.
[ M ]U  [ K ]U   F (t )

(11)

③ Determine the total kinetic energy peak value and the time point at which it occurs.
④ Renew the finite element model, which includes refreshing the configuration of the cable-strut
system and controlling the original length, or internal force, of the cable-strut.
(5) Determine whether the system has converged, or the refreshed frequency of the configuration
iteration Nci has reached [Nci].
① If the maximum displacement at nodes of the renewed finite element model Uci(m) is smaller
than [Uci], the configuration iteratively converges, and it enters step (6). ② If Uci(m) > [Uci] and
Nci < [Nci], the configuration enters the next iteration and goes back again to step (4). ③ If
Uci(m) > [Uci] but Nci = [Nci], the analysis is finished.
(6) Verify the static equilibrium state.
2.1.3

Key Measures

(1) Time step and its adjustment
The time step Δ Ts is a key factor that determines the convergence speed in the NDFEM
form-finding analysis. As ΔTs decreases, the dynamic analysis converges more easily, but the total
number of time steps ΣNts needed to reach static equilibrium increases. Therefore, the analysis is
inefficient. For a given dynamic analysis, a reasonable ΔTs should ensure that under the premise
of dynamic analytic convergence, the total kinetic energy reaches its peak within a small number of
time steps Nts. NDFEM form-finding analysis can be divided into three stages: early stage,
intermediate stage, and late stage. ① During the early stage, the cable-strut system moves
dramatically. Smaller time steps can be set in the dynamic analysis for easier iteration convergence
in the dynamic equilibrium. ②During the intermediate stage, the main displacement direction of
the cable-strut system is clear; it moves toward the static equilibrium configuration. At this point,
larger time steps should be set to quickly approach the static equilibrium state in fewer time steps
and fewer configuration updates. ③During the late stage, the cable-strut system vibrates near the
static equilibrium. At this stage, even larger time steps should be set to help the configuration
converge as quickly as possible to the static equilibrium state.
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Figure 1. NDFEM form-finding Process
Because the time step size plays an important role in the dynamic equilibrium iteration and analytic
efficiency, we propose using a time step adjustment coefficient Cts（Cts≥1） to automatically adjust
the time step sizes during each dynamic analysis. The adjustment strategy is as follows: ① For the
first configuration iteration, use the initial time step ΔTs(1). ② If at the time step for the (m-1)th
dynamic analysis Nts(m-1) = [Nts], the total kinetic energy has not decreased, the time step for the mth
dynamic analysis should be set as ΔTs(m) = ΔTs(m-1) × Cts. ③ If the (m-1)th dynamic analysis has
not converged, the time step for the mth dynamic analysis should be set as ΔTs(m) = ΔTs(m-1)/ Cts.
(2) Determining the total kinetic energy peak value E(p) and the point at which it occurs T(p).
The total structural kinetic energy E(k) at the kth time step in the kinetic analysis is shown in Eq.
(12). The strategy to determine the peak value of the total kinetic energy and when it occurs is as
follows:
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(12)

where U ( i ) is the velocity vector at the kth time step.
① Assume E(0)=0. ② At the kth time step of dynamic equilibrium iteration convergence, if k < [Nts]
and E(k) > E(k-1), then the total kinetic energy has not reached its peak value; begin the (k+1) time
step. If k ≤ [Nts] and E(k) < E(k-1), then parabolic curve fitting of the total kinetic energy at three
consecutive time steps is performed to calculate the peak value of the total kinetic energy curve E(p)
and its time point Ts(p) (Figure 2). If k = [Nts] and E (k) ≥ E (k-1), then E(p) = E(k) and Ts(p) = Ts(k). ③
When the dynamic equilibrium iteration does not converge at the kth time step, if k =1, then the
configuration is not updated; after adjusting the time step, the next dynamic analysis begins. If 1 <k
≤ [Nts], then E(p) = E(k-1) and Ts(p) = Ts(k-1).

Figure 2. The peak value of total kinetic energy and when it occurs
(3) Updating the finite element model
After determining the total kinetic energy peak value and when it occurs, we updated the finite
element model.
① A linear interpolation method is used to calculate the displacement at time point Ts(p), which
corresponds to the total kinetic energy E(p), and to update the configuration of the cable-strut system.
② Update the equivalent initial strain or equivalent temperature difference of the cable and strut
with the known original length based on the geometric length in the new model; there is no need to
update the equivalent initial strain or equivalent temperature difference for the cable and strut with
a known inner force.
(4) Iteration convergence criteria
NDFEM form-finding analysis has two levels of iterations: the first level is the dynamic
equilibrium iteration, and the second level is the configuration update iteration.
In general nonlinear dynamic finite element analysis, the convergence criteria of the dynamic
equilibrium iteration includes force and displacement. However, the NDFEM form-finding analysis
requires multiple updates of the configuration. Based on the updated configuration and the constant
original length or inner force, the equivalent initial strain or equivalent temperature difference of
the cable and strut are re-determined. Therefore, to facilitate convergence without affecting the
final analysis result, the dynamic equilibrium iteration only needs to set the displacement
convergence criteria [Uei].
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A configuration update iteration only sets the displacement convergence criteria [Uci]. When the
maximum displacement of the updated finite element model node Uci ≤ [Uci] occurs, the
configuration updated iteration has converged.
(5) Verify the static equilibrium state.
If the time step length ΔTs or the maximum number of time steps [Nts] are too small, then the
dynamic analysis displacement could be too small, i.e., although the convergence criteria of the
updated iteration are satisfied, static equilibrium is not achieved. To avoid “false” balance, the static
equilibrium state of the updated configuration that satisfies the convergence conditions must be
examined. When nonlinear static finite element analysis is used, the solve should converge easily,
and the small displacement should satisfy the required precision.
2.2

Beneficial Effects

NDFEM form-finding analysis converts the finite element analysis, which is difficult to equilibrate
in the static state, into dynamic analysis, which can equilibrate easily. Moreover, through the
iterative replacement of the configuration, the cable-strut system converges to static equilibrium,
which solves the form-finding problem of the existence of huge displacement and mechanical
displacement in the cable-strut system. The configuration of the structural design and formation
state can be directly set as the initial configuration without making an assumption of movement
trajectory for the cable-strut system or setting an initial displacement for convergence to the
balanced position. In addition, it ensures stability and high efficiency.
① Due to the introduced virtual inertia force and damping force, nonlinear dynamic finite element
analysis converges more easily than nonlinear static finite element analysis does. ② For a solution
obtained from a nonlinear dynamic equilibrium equation that is based on an entire finite element,
the total kinetic energy is also accurate. ③ Curve fitting is conducted on the total kinetic energy
from three consecutive time steps to determine the peak value of the total kinetic energy and when
it occurs. A linear interpolation method is used to determine the displacement at this time point, and
to refresh the configuration of the cable-strut system. ④ Time step size of the dynamic analysis is
automatically adjusted during the analysis process, which decreases the number of time steps
needed and greatly increases analytic efficiency. ⑤ After iterative convergence of the configuration,
nonlinear static analysis is conducted based on the final refreshed finite element model of the
cable-strut system to verify the results. ⑥ The form-finding problem can be solved when either the
original length of the cable-strut is known, the inner force of the cable-strut is known, or the partial
original length of cable-strut is known while the partial inner force of the cable-strut is known.

3.

AN ENGINEERING APPLICATION

3.1

Project Overview

The roof of the Wuxi New District Science and Technology Exchange Centre is the first
cable-dome project on the continent of China. The project involves a circular plane structure with a
diameter of 24 m, which is surrounded by a multi-storey reinforced concrete frame. The elevation
of the external compressive ring is 16.550 m, the elevation of the ground is -5.000 m, and the total
elevation difference is 21.55 m. We used a Geiger-type cable-strut system consisting three rings and
ten frames (Figure 3). A rigid roof was used, and purlins were held on the top of the compressive
struts above the inner tensile ring and outer compressive ring. Steel wire cables with a tensile
strength of 1670MPa and with double PE coverings were used, while ridge cables were arranged
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continuously through the cable-clips on the top of compressive struts. Ring cables were also
arranged continuously through the cable-clips under several compressive struts.
Outer Compressive Ring
Inner Tensile Ring Ridge Cable

Compressive Strut
Ring Cable

(a) Overall facade figure

Oblique Cable

(b) Facade figure of the cable-dome

Outer Compressive Ring
Ring Cable

Outer Compressive Ring
Ridge Cable/Oblique Cable

Inner Tensile Ring

Oblique Cable
Ridge Cable
Ring Cable
Compressive Strut

(c) Flat figure of the cable-dome

(d) Three-dimensional figure of the cable-dome

Figure 3. The Cable Dome Structure of
Wuxi Science and Technology Exchange Center in China
Based on the “tower-lifting of the cable-dome and the accumulation installation of the cable-struts
method" [15], we set the oblique lifting-cable using the surrounding structures as the lifting-tower.
We constructed the cable-dome using the method of non-bracket tow-lifting.
3.2

Non-bracket Tow-lifting Construction Technology for Cable Domes

The non-bracket tow-lifting cable-dome construction method includes assembling at a low altitude,
tow-lifting at a moderate altitude and tensioning to form at a high altitude. The key concept is that
the outer compressive ring is firstly installed in the design position. Then the inner tensile ring, the
ridge cable nets and middle cable-struts are assembled near the ground. Cables and struts are
assembled at a low altitude followed by subsequent lifting and towing. When the inner tensile ring
is lifted, the outer ridge cables are towed by tool cables which are connected to the outer
compressive ring, until the outer ridge cables are connected with the outer compressive ring. Finally,
the outer oblique cables are simultaneously tensioned to form. The specific construction steps are
listed below.
3.2.1

Assemble at low altitude

(1) Install the outer compressive ring in the design position
(2) In a no-stress condition, assemble the inner tensile ring, the ridge cable net, the central
compressive struts, the oblique cables and the ring cables near the ground.
(3) Install lifting tool cables between the outer compressive ring and the inner tensile ring, which is
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supported by the outer compressive ring, and install the towing tool cables between the outer
compressive ring and outermost ridge cables (Figure 4 (a)).
(4) Keep the ridge cable nets in a "ω" shape by lifting cables and towing cables alternately. Install
the outer compressive struts, the ring cables and the oblique cables from the inside to the outside at
a low altitude. Using the adjustment device in the head of the cable, lengthen the outermost oblique
cables appropriately. Install the tensile tool cables between the outermost oblique cables and the
ridge cables (Figure 4 (b)).
When assembling the cable-struts, except the outermost oblique cables that need to be tensioned
actively, the other tensile cables should be assembled at precisely the original length.
3.2.2

Tow-lifting at a moderate altitude

(1) The inner tensile ring and the outer ridge cables are lifted and towed alternatively. These cables
are supported by the outer compressive ring. During each circular operation, traction should be
maintained to ensure that the ridge cable nets maintain the "ω" shape, where as the compressive
struts, ring cables and oblique cables all hang behind the ridge cables to guarantee the stability of
the sagging cable-strut system (Figure 4 (c)).
(2) With the rise of the cable-strut system, the angle of the lifting cables should be close to level.
Once this is achieved, connect the outermost ridge cables with the outer compressive ring using the
towing cables (Figure 4 (d)).
(3) Move the towing cables and lifting cables; now the ridge cable nets support the whole structure
while the other cable-struts hang behind them.
3.2.3

Tension to form at a high altitude

(1) Tow the tension tool cables of the outermost oblique cables until the adjusted head of the cables
is connected with the outer compressive ring (Figure 4 (e)).
(2) Move the tension tool cable and install the tension jack and tools.
(3) Tension the outermost oblique cables simultaneously until the structure is formed (Figure 4 (f)).
Outer Compressive Ring

Outer Compressive Ring
Lifting Cable

Lifting Cable

Towing Cable

Towing Cable
Inner Tensile Ring

Inner Tensile Ring
Ridge CableTensioning Cable

Ridge Cable
Compressive Strut

Oblique Cable

Ring Cable

(a) Install the towing tool cables

(b) Install the tensile tool cables
Outer Compressive Ring
Inner Tensile Ring
Lifting Cable
Ridge Cable

Outer Compressive Ring
Lifting Cable
Inner Tensile Ring Towing Cable
Ridge Cable
Compressive Strut

Tensioning Cable

Compressive Strut

Oblique Cable

Oblique Cable

Ring Cable

(c) Tow and lift alternatively

Tensioning Cable

Ring Cable

(d) Connect ridge cables with the compressive ring
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Outer Compressive Ring
Inner Tensile Ring
Ridge Cable

Compressive Strut
Oblique Cable

Ring Cable

(e) Lengthen the outer oblique cables
and connect them with the outer
compressive ring

Oblique Cable
Ring Cable

(f) Tension the outer oblique
cables and form the structure

Figure 4. Non-bracket Tow-lifting Construction Process for the Cable Dome
The analysis cases are presented in Table 1.
Table 1. Analysis Cases during Lift-towing and Tension Process
Original
Original
Original
Length-put
length of
length of
length of
of outer
Cases
lifting
towing
tensioning
oblique
cables/mm
cables/mm cables/mm cables/mm
1
14000
17000
2000
+200
2
11500
15000
2000
+200
3
9000
13500
2000
+200
4
6500
12800
2000
+200
Tow-lifting
5
4500
12300
2000
+200
6
2500
11800
2000
+200
7
1000
11400
2000
+200
8
0
11400
2000
+200
1600
+200
9
——
——
1200
+200
10
——
——
Tow
800
+200
11
tensioning
——
——
cables
400
+200
12
——
——
0
+200
13
——
——
+160
14
——
——
——
+120
15
——
——
——
Tension
+80
16
——
——
——
outer
oblique
+40
17
——
——
——
cables
+20
18
——
——
——
+0
19
——
——
——
3.3

Analysis of the Construction Process

According to the symmetry of the structure, we used 10 sheets of lifting cables, towing cables and
tensioning cables in the model, respectively. To reduce the total analysis time, we evaluate the cases
from Case 19 to Case 1.After adding the tool cables and adjusting the original length, we set the
former model of convergence as the initial model of the next case. For analysis of no damping
motion Eq. (5), we set the parameters to: [Nei] = 30, [Nts] = 5, ΔTs (1) = 0.1 s, Cts = 1.5, [Uci] = 1
mm, [Uei] = 0.005 mm and [Nci] = 100.
After analysis of the construction process, the static equilibrium configurations of the key cases are
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shown in Figure 5. The elevation curves of the key nodes compared by the outer compressive ring
are shown in Figure 6. The lifting-cable force and the towing-cable force are shown in Figure 7.
The outer ridge cable force and the outer oblique cable force are shown in Figure 8. From these
figures, the following observations can be made:
(1) In the tow-lifting stages of Case 1-8, the cable-strut system is hanging, while the ridge cable
network is in the "ω" shape. Other cable-struts are hanging under the ridge cable nets and the
configuration is stable.
(2)The lifting force reaches a peak in Case 7. However, Case 8 maintains the original length of the
lifting cable in Case 7 and the outer ridge cables are towed by the towing cables to the place where
they will be fixed. Thus, the lifting force decreases, and the towing force peaks in Case 8.
(3) For Case 1 to Case 16, the force in the outer oblique cables and outer ridge cables are
comparatively small. In Case 17, the overall shape of the cable-dome initially appears, but by
tensioning the outer oblique cables, the force in the outer oblique cables and ridge cables improves
quickly until the structure is tensioned to form.
(4) Cases 9 to 16 are in various stages of configuration adjusting. The top of the outer ring and the
middle ring compressive struts exceeded the outer compressive ring, so these stages changed from
the hanging state to the stiffening state.
(5) The top of the inner tensile ring, the middle compressive struts and the outer compressive struts
in Cases 11 and earlier were lower than the outer compressive ring, while in Cases 12 and later,
they are higher than the outer compressive ring. Cases 11 and 12 are near the inflection point of the
configuration adjustments.
In short, according to the changes to the configurations and the cable force, the configuration of the
cable-strut system goes through three stages, including hanging, adjusting and stiffening, which
corresponding to three construction stages: lift-towing, beginning tow-adjusting and late
tow-adjusting. At the inflection point of the configuration adjustment, the top of the inner tensile
ring, the middle compressive struts and the outer compressive struts exceed the plane of the outer
compressive ring.

(a) Case 1

(b) Case 5

(c) Case 8

(d) Case 9

(e) Case 11

(f) Case 13
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elevation compared by outer compressive ring/mm

(g) Case 16
(h) Case 19
Figure 5. The Configurations of Key Cases in Static Equilibrium
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Figure 6. The Altitude Change Curve for Key Nodes during Construction
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Figure 7. The Force Change Curve for Lifting and Towing during Construction
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Figure 8. The Force Change Curve of the Outside Ridge Cable
and the Oblique Cable during Construction
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Stability Analysis

The stage of configuration adjusting is relatively poor because of cable-strut configuration stability.
Therefore, a stability analysis must be performed to prevent a large displacement of the
compressive struts out of the plane and to avoid overturning instability. Because of the centre
symmetry of the cable-dome, an initial displacement out of the plane should be introduced by
making a small disturbing force. In particular, we imposed the small circular concentrated forces,
with the same rotations, on the compressive struts nodes. This force application was based on the
model of iterative convergence and the solved static equilibrium. If the force is too large, then
displacement out of the plane, and even overturning of the compressive struts, can occur because
the construction state is unstable. If the system is in static equilibrium after the displacement out of
the plane, then it is basically stable. And after removing the disturbing force, if the struts can be
restored to that state before the disturbance, then it is stable. In the analyses of the disturbing
stability of Cases 9-16, the disturbing force was set to 1 kN, and the analysis results are shown in
Table 2. The following observations can be made from Table 3:
(1) Except Cases 11 and 12, the lateral displacement of the compressive struts in the other analyses
can be restored to stable conditions after removing the disturbing force. And Cases 11 and 12 are
near the inflection points.
(2) According to Figures 9 and 10, in Cases 11 and 12, the outer compressive struts can be restored
in the vertical plane after removing the disturbing force, while the middle compressive struts can be
stable after the lateral displacement.
(3) For Cases 10 to 14, the displacement under disturbing force is comparatively large and it is hard
to solve the problem under the disturbing force by the conventional non-linear static finite element
method. However, the non-linear dynamic finite element method mentioned above was used to
verify the stability.
(4) For cable-domes with a high-span ratio, the ridge cables are longer and at the inflection point of
configuration adjustment, these ridge cables are slacker. Therefore, the stability of the configuration
near the inflection point should be given more attention.
Table 2. Stability Analysis under Disturbing-force Application and Removal
The maximum relative displacement
Non-linear
out of the plane of the top and end of
finite
the compressive struts /mm
Cases
Stability
element
Under disturbing
Removing
method
force
disturbing force
9
static
525
0
stable
10
dynamic
590
0
stable
11
dynamic
990
766
basically stable
12
dynamic
1249
1043
basically stable
13
dynamic
1049
0
stable
14
dynamic
928
0
stable
15
static
761
0
stable
16
static
485
0
stable
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(a) under disturbing force
(b) removing disturbing force
Figure 9. The Configurations in the Static Equilibrium State for Case 11 under
Ddisturbing-force Application and Removal

(a) under disturbing force
(b) removing disturbing force
Figure 10. The Configurations in the Static Equilibrium State for Case 12 under
Disturbing-force Application and Removal
3.5

Effects of Engineering Applications

Regarding the requirements of configuration checking, as a general checking project, there are four
provisions: (1) 80% of the outer compressive struts should meet the vertical deviation limit of
1/200 (i.e. 16 mm); (2) 80% of the middle compressive struts should meet the vertical deviation
limit of 1/180 (i.e. 14 mm); (3) the maximum vertical deviation of the struts should be smaller than
1/150; and (4) the allowed deviation of the central elevation was 1/500 (i.e. 48 mm).
On December 29, 2009, the cable-dome in Wuxi Science and Technology Exchange Center was
tensioned to form. Only one outer strut exceeds the 1/200 limit and one middle strut exceeds 1/150,
so provision (1) and provision (2) were met. The measured maximum vertical deviation of the outer
compressive struts was 20 mm (i.e. 1 / 158), and the maximum vertical deviation of the middle
compressive struts was 15 mm (i.e. 1 / 167), so provision (3) was met. The maximum value of the
relative elevation of the top of the inner tensile ring and the outer compressive ring was 11 mm (i.e.
1 / 2180), so provision (4) was met. In short, the quality of the tensioning to form was acceptable.

4.

CONCLUTION

NDFEM form-finding analysis is based on the nonlinear dynamic finite element method and
performs continuous time step dynamic analysis by introducing virtual inertia and a viscous
damping force. When the total kinetic energy reaches its peak value, the finite element model is
updated; through iteration, the dynamic equilibrium state of the cable-strut system gradually
converges to the static equilibrium state. This method can solve form-finding problems when the
original length of cables and struts are known, or the internal force of cables and struts are known,
or the original length of part of cables and struts are known, while the internal force of part of
cables and struts are known.
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1 The logic and specific steps of the NDFEM form-finding analysis is proposed.
2 To improve the analysis efficiency, stability and accuracy, key technical measures regarding the
time step length, total kinetic energy peak value, model update, convergence criteria and static
equilibrium testing are proposed.
(3) For a real domestic cable-dome project, we carried out an analysis of the tow-lifting and
tensioning process. The configuration of the cable-strut system should go through three stages,
including hanging, adjusting and stiffening, corresponding to the three construction stages of
lift-towing, beginning tow-adjusting and late tow-adjusting; The "ω" shape is important and should
be maintained to ensure that the low-stress hanging configuration of the cable-strut system is stable
when tow-lifting the structure; The inflection point occurs in the adjusted stage of configuration,
and the stability of the configuration at the inflection point is the worst. At this point, the
compressive struts will be stable after certain lateral displacement out of the plane; for cable-domes
with a high-span ratio, the stability of the configuration near the inflection point should be given
more attention.
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ABSTRACT: Based on the ISO-834 standard fire curve, fire tests on 2 full-scale profiled steel sheet-concrete
composite floors were conducted. The behavior and crack developing process of a composite floor in fire was
studied. The change laws of the temperature field distribution and the deflection were given. The failure mode and
formation mechanism of the membrane action for the profiled steel sheet-concrete composite floors in fire were
revealed. Using the finite element software ABAQUS, the numerical simulation and parametric analysis were
performed to research the factors that influence on the membrane action of a composite floor in fire. The results show
that the length-to-width ratio, the reinforcement strength and the reinforcement ratio are the main influential factors
on the membrane action of a composite floor. The length-to-width ratio less than 2.0 is recommended to make full
use of the membrane action of a composite floor. Improving the reinforcement strength and reinforcement ratio can
contribute to the bearing capacity of the composite floor with the membrane action considered. Finally, the
production condition and judging criteria of the membrane action in a composite floor under fire were also proposed.
Keywords: Composite floor; Membrane action; Fire; Temperature field; Bearing capacity
DOI: 10.18057/IJASC.2015.11.4.5

1.

INTRODUCTION

Though the design and analysis method of a building structure in room temperature is well-known,
frequent fires have made the safety of building structures an unprecedented challenge. The essential
behavior of a structure in fire is that the rise of temperature increase and heat transfer result in the
decay of material performance. Parts of the members are damaged and cannot support the structure
any more, and the balance of the structure system is broken, with internal force redistribution. As
the fire spreads from the center, the damage range of structure extends continuously. As a result, the
main structure may lose its bearing capacity or collapse in a wide range. Serious casualties,
economic loss and bad social influence often result from the fire of a building structure.
Consequently, the response and performance of a structure in fire have attracted great attention all
over the world and have gradually become a research hotspot in the field of structure fire
resistance.
Many studies show that the calculation theories and design methods of profiled steel sheet-concrete
composite floors at room temperature are becoming perfect, whereas the calculation theory in fire
is incomplete. Especially, the calculation theory and design method of composite floors, which the
membrane action is considered, are not common. With the increment of temperature in fire, a large
deflection leads to a membrane action in composite floors, and the ultimate bearing capacity of
composite floor in fire as calculated by the plastic hinged lines theory is always relatively low. Thus,
the membrane action of a composite floor could be considered in fire-resistant design, it will be of
great significance for improving the fire resistance performance of the structure.
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There are some relevant studies on the fire resistance and the membrane action of profiled steel
sheet-concrete composite floors. Chen et al. [1] performed a fire test on 5 pieces of different
composite floors, and the behavior of composite floors with the change of temperature was studied.
Li et al. [2] worked out the temperature field of composite floors in fire on the basis of heat transfer
theory by developing a computer program and using the finite difference method. The relevant
parametric analysis was conducted to derive the simplified calculation formula for the temperature
field of a composite floor in fire. Lim et al. [3] performed a fire test on 6 slabs simply supported on
4 sides under a standard fire curve and investigated a variety of parameters that influence on the
bearing capacity of slab in fire. A numerical simulation is conducted by the FE software SAFIR,
and the result has been proven to be reliable by comparing the simulation results with test data.
Bailey et al. [4] performed an ultimate strength test on 15 small-size slabs at room temperature.
Based on the yield line theory and the principle of mechanical balance, the membrane action theory
was verified and the simplified calculation formula of ultimate bearing capacity was also derived.
Chen et al. [5] conducted a fire test on 3 simply supported and 4 continuous slabs subjected to the
constant load. A simplified calculation method of the support reaction for a continuous slab during
the rise of temperature period was proposed, and it proved to be reliable by comparing test data
with the calculation results. Li et al. [6-9] performed the experimental research on 4 full-scale
profiled steel sheet-concrete composite floors in fire. The membrane action of the slabs in the fire
was verified. Using the numerical simulation analysis, the formula of ultimate bearing capacity and
the design method of the composite floor, which the membrane action was considered, were
proposed. Based on the result of Cardington fire test, Usmani et al. [10-12] used the energy method
to derive the formula for ultimate bearing capacity of the composite floor by solving the
equilibrium equation and the deformation compatibility equation, combining the existing research
result.
Based on an ISO-834 standard fire curve, a fire test on 2 full-scale profiled steel sheet-concrete
composite floors was conducted in this paper. The behavior and crack development process of the
composite floors in fire were studied. The temperature field distribution in the composite floors was
given. The failure mode and the mechanism of the membrane action of a composite floor in fire
were revealed. Using the finite element software ABAQUS, a numerical simulation analysis and
parametric analysis were conducted to research the temperature field and behavior of a composite
floor in fire. The simulation results were proved to be reliable by comparing with the test data. The
length-to-width ratio, thickness, concrete strength, reinforcement strength, reinforcement ratio of
slab and thickness of concrete cover were investigated and analyzed to study the influence on
membrane action of a composite floor in fire. The research results show that the length-to-width
ratio, reinforcement strength and reinforcement ratio were the main influential factor. A larger
length-to-width ratio, thickness, concrete strength of slab and thickness of concrete cover will not
obviously help to develop the membrane action of composite floors. Finally, the production
condition and judging criteria of composite floors in fire were also proposed.

2.

FORMATION MECHANISM OF MEMBRANE ACTION
IN THE COMPOSITE FLOOR UNDER FIRE

According to the existing results of full-scale fire test on the steel frame and fire cases in the
practical engineering, the composite floors will not collapse overall when an external load is close
to the ultimate bearing capacity in fire. With the increment of temperature in fire, the cracks in the
composite floors were continuously developed and the stiffness of slab was gradually decayed. The
larger deformation in the composite floor was generated, which causes the membrane action of a
composite floor to appear. The membrane action of a composite floor in fire has been proven in the
British Cardington fire test and the Taiwan Eastern Science Park fire case.
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Conditions of Membrane Action in the Composite Floor

According to the calculation theory of membrane action at room temperature proposed by Bailey et
al. [13-14], the failure mode and membrane action of a composite floor are closely related to the
constraint conditions of the slabs.
When the composite floor was subjected to vertical uniform loads and supported on frame beams,
as shown in Figure 1(a), the failure mode of a composite floor depends on the ultimate bearing
capacity of the supporting beams and slabs. There are two failure modes. Mode 1 suggests that if
the ultimate bearing capacity of a composite floor is larger than the supporting beam, a plastic
hinge will first appear in the middle of the supporting beam. With the increment of load, a yield line
appears at the middle of the composite floor. The slab fails in a fold line mode. The membrane
action will not be generated in this failure mode, as shown in Figure 1(b). Mode 2 suggests that if
the ultimate bearing capacity of a composite floor is smaller than the supporting beam, the yield
line will first appear inside the floor area. With the increment of load, the yield line will be
continually increased. When the supporting beams around the slab have a large stiffness and strong
constrain ability, the membrane action will be generated in the composite floor, as shown in Figure
1(c).
Vertical uniform load

Floor slab

Supporting beam

Plastic hinge

Supporting beam

Floor slab

Floor slab

Supporting beam

Yield line

Yield line

(a) Vertical Load on Floor Slab
(b) Failure Mode 1
(c) Failure Mode 2
Figure 1. Failure Mode of Composite Floor
2.2

Mechanism of Membrane Action in the Composite Floor under Fire

The mechanism of the membrane action in the slab under fire is as follows [6, 8]. (1) At the initial
stage of the fire, temperature has little influence on the mechanical property of concrete and steel.
Compressive stress appears inside the slab because of the thermal expansion result from a high
temperature, so the vertical bearing capacity can be improved. (2) As the temperature is increased,
the stiffness of slab is decreased, and the material mechanical is property degraded. The concrete at
the middle of the bottom slab is cracked, and part of yield line is generated, as shown in Figure 2(a).
(3) With the increment of temperature, the yield line is gradually formed with the development of
concrete cracks, as shown in Figure 2(b). The failure mechanism is not form until the yield line is
appeared as shown in Figure 2(c). However, the floor is not collapse, so the vertical loads can still
be subjected. (4) As the temperature gradually rises, the deflection of slab is continually increased,
and the compression reinforcement at the top of the floor slab begins to transform to tensile
reinforcement. The floor slab membrane action is gradually formed, with cracks appeared in the
corner on the top surface of the slab, as shown in Figure 2(d). (5) With the increment of
temperature, the membrane action is enhanced, and deflection at the middle of the slab is magnified.
The cracks in the corner on the top surface of the slab is increased, and a yield line is appeared on
the edge of slab (approximate ellipsoidal), as shown in Figure 2(e). (6) As the development of
cracks, the yield line is more and more obvious. Most of the concrete in the ellipsoidal area is
cracked, and the vertical loads are mainly subjected by the tensile reinforcement. The floor will be
reached the ultimate state, as shown in Figure 2(f).
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Round constaint

Yield line

(a) Begin to Yield
Round constaint

crack

Round constaint

Round constaint

Yield line

Yield line

(b) Development of Yield Line
Round constaint

crack

(c) Failure mechanism
Round constaint

reinforcement
crack

Yield line

Yield line

Yield line

(d) Formation of Membrane Action

(e) Development

(f) Ultimate State

Figure 2. Membrane Action of a composite floor in Fire

3.

FIRE TEST OF A COMPOSITE FLOOR

3.1

Test Specimens

Based on an ISO-834 standard fire curve, a fire test on 2 full-scale profiled steel sheet-concrete
composite floors was conducted. The size of the composite floors was 3.0 m×1.86 m (length ×
width), and the thickness was 130 mm. The YX51-253-760 profiled steel sheet was adopted, which
was 1 mm thick, and the yield strength of steel was 235 N/mm2. The concrete strength was 11.9
N/mm2. Reinforcements were not laid at the bottom of the composite floor, and double two-way
reinforcements were laid on the top of the slabs. The diameter of reinforcements was 8 mm and the
distance was 150 mm. The strength of reinforcements was 310 N/mm2. The thickness of the
concrete cover was 25 mm. The load ratios (the ratio of the test load and ultimate load at room
temperature) of the two composite floors were 0.6 and 0.75 in the test. A detailed size and grouping
of the test specimens is shown in Table 1.
According to Bailey’s theory [15], the premise of membrane action in fire is the strong constraint
conditions of supporting beams around the slabs. After analyzing a variety of supporting beam
solutions (such as a steel beam and a concrete beam), the reinforced concrete beam with larger
stiffness was arranged around the composite floor. Therefore, the displacement in the horizontal
direction of the slab can be constrained under a fire. Based on ABAQUS, the section size was
determined by the repeated calculation of the supporting beams. The section sizes of supporting
beams were 400 mm×350 mm on the short span and 500 mm×350 mm on the long span. The
detailed sizes of test specimens and the surrounding supporting beams are shown in Figure 3.
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Table 1. Details Sizes and grouping of Test Specimens
Specim
en
TB-1
TB-2

Size(length ×
width)
/m
3.0×1.86
3.0×1.86

Thickness
/mm

Concrete thickness
on the top of slab
/mm
79
79

130
130

Reinforcement
distribution on
the top of slab
φ8@150
φ8@150

Cover
thickness
/mm
25
25

Load ratio
0.60
0.75

400

Surrounding restrained beams

500

350

130

350

1

1860
3800

Surrounding
restrained beams

Reinforcement

Composite floor
130

1900

Fire-test
furnace
30 110 405
545

2-2

1-1

500

400

350

400

130

Composite floor
Surrounding
restrained beams
Fire-test furnace

2
400

2

3000
3800

Composite
floor

3800
3000

400

130

350

1

Figure 3. Detail Sizes of Test Specimen and Supporting Beams
To avoid local compression failure at the loading point by a concentrated load, steel plates of 200
mm×200 mm×10 mm were arranged at the loading point on the composite floor, as shown in
Figure 4(a). Considering the rotation in the process of slab deformation, a semi-steel ball was in
contact with the composite floor, which was placed at the loading end, as shown in Figure 4(b).

1

Anchor
Reinforcement

10 30 60 60 30 10
200

Steel plates

Semi-steel ball

2

40 100 100 40
200

1-1

(a) Steel Plate

2

110

1

200
10 30 60 60 30 10

70 70
140

Steel plates

Steel plates
50 50 50 50
200

Anchor
Reinforcement

84
84
168

2-2

(b) Semi-steel Ball

Figures 4. Size of Steel Plate and Semi-steel Ball at Loading Point
The form work manufacture, reinforcement construction and concrete pouring of the composite
floor were completed in the laboratory. The curing time of the concrete was 28 days. The
manufacturing process of the test specimens is shown in Figure 5.

(a) Profile Steel Sheet

(b) Steel Plate

(c) Semi-steel Ball
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(d) Reinforcement Construction

(e) Concrete Pouring

(f) Specimen

Figure 5. Manufacture Process of test Specimens
3.2

Test Method

The transient method was adopted in the fire test of composite floor in which a specific load was
applied on the slab at room temperature, followed by the temperature rising. The failure
phenomenon and membrane action of a composite floor in fire could be investigated. In a
conventional fire test of the bearing capacity of slab, the test is completed when the deflection of
the slab in fire is more than L/20 (L represents the short span of the slab). However, this criterion is
not applicable for the fire test on the membrane action of a composite floor, due to the membrane
action generated only in the condition of large deflection. The following two conditions were
adopted as the end criterions of fire test on the membrane action: (1) fire-resistant time of a
composite floor (about 90 min) and (2) overall collapse of a composite floor.
According to the existing results of fire test, the value of load ratio was selected from 0.3 to 0.7 in a
transient fire test of a composite floor. To study the membrane action of a composite floor in fire, a
larger load ratio is needed. The load ratios of specimen TB-1 and TB-2 are selected respectively 0.6
and 0.75. The ultimate load of the two composite floors is 64.47 N/mm2, based on the calculation
theory of bearing capacity at room temperature. The test loads of TB-1 and TB-2 are 38.68 N/mm2
and 48.35 N/mm2, respectively, in accordance with the load ratio.
The point loading method was adopted in the fire test of composite floor, where the vertical
uniform load was equivalent to 5 concentrated loads. The slab was divided into 5 areas, as shown in
Figure 6(a). Each loading point was located at the centroid of the corresponding bearing area. The
concentrate load was applied by a distributive girder and a separate hydraulic jack between point 1
(point3) and points 2 (point4), and applied directly by a separate hydraulic jack at loading point 5,
as shown in Figure 6(b). The loading device is shown in Figure 6(c). To avoid the overturn of the
distributive girder in the side direction, two steel bracings were set between point 1 (point3) and
point2 (point4). In the process of test load, 3 jacks should be worked at the same time to ensure the
synchronism of each loading point. The test load value of each loading point can be worked out, as
shown in Table 2. A constant amplitude loading was adopted in the fire test, and the load value of
each level is shown in Table 2.
The temperature of test furnace was increased according to the ISO834 curve, as shown in Formula
(1). The duration time of fire is 90 min.

T (t )  T0  345log10 (8t  1)

(1)

Where, T(t) represents the air temperature of test furnace when time t; T0(°C) refers to the room
temperature, which is usually 20°C; and t represents the time of the fire.
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Table 2. Test Load and Loading Levels of Specimens
Test load / kN
Loading
Jack
point
100
200
56.5
56.5
100
200
56.5
56.5

Loading
point
1~4
5
1~4
5

TB-1
TB-2

460 510 510 460

500

820

820

Loading
point 1

Portable jack

Distributive
girder 1
Distributive
girder 2

Loading point 5

Loading
point 3

400 750

Jack
Portable jack

750
3000

500

500 465 465 465 465 500
2860

Specimen

Loading
point 2

Steel
bracing
Loading
point 4

Loading level / kN
Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

40
11.3
40
11.3

40
11.3
40
11.3

40
11.3
40
11.3

40
11.3
40
11.3

40
11.3
40
11.3

Reaction frame
Distributive girder

Portable jack

Composite floor
Edge beam of
horizontal furnace
Horizontal furnace wall

750 400

(a) Distribution of Loading Point

(b) Distributive Girders and Jacks

(c) Loading Device

Figure 6. Loading Point and Loading Device
3.3

Test Device

A horizontal fire furnace was adopted in the fire test of a composite floor, as shown in Figure 7(a).
The size of the furnace chamber was 4 m×3 m×1.9 m, and the highest temperature was 1150°C.
There were 4 measuring points of temperature in the furnace. The temperature and displacement
could be recorded automatically once per minute by the data collection system of the fire furnace.
There were four 50-ton reaction frames on the horizontal fire furnace that could move horizontally
according to the demand. Two separate hydraulic jacks and an oil jack of 50 t were used in the test,
as shown in Figures 7(b) and (c).
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(a) Horizontal Fire Furnace

(b) Separate Hydraulic Jack

(c) Oil Jack

Figure 7. Test Device
A cable displacement meter was used to measure the deflection of the slab, as shown in Figure 8 (a).
K-thermocouple (0.5 mm in diameter) was used to measure the temperature of slab, as shown in
Figure 8(b). The measuring range of the thermocouple was 0~1300°C. To ensure the accuracy of
the data, the thermocouple was wrapped with a ceramic tube. During the first period of fire test
(when the temperature is lower), the strain of reinforcement was recorded by a data acquisition
instrument, as shown in Figure 8(c).

(a) Displacement meter

(b) Thermocouple

(c) Strain Acquisition Instrument

Figure 8. Data Acquisition Equipment
3.4

Arrangement of Measuring Point

The content of the measurement in the fire test mainly included the temperature and the deflection
of slab. The thermocouples were arranged inside the slab before the concrete was poured. The
measuring point distribution of temperature for reinforcement and slab are shown in Figures 9(a)
and (b). The measuring point distribution of deflection is shown in Figure 9 (c).
3.5

Test Process and Failure Phenomenon

The two phases were included in the process of fire test, which were loading at room temperature
and the rise of temperature. Because the specimen TB-1 was similar to TB-2, the failure process
and failure phenomenon of TB-2 in fire are only introduced.

TS8/TD8 TS5/TD5

TS2/TD2

TS9/TD9 TS6/TD6

TS3/TD3

TD represents the measuring point
on slab bottom.
400

750

750
750
3000

750

TU2
TU3

400

400

(a) Measuring Point of Temperature
for Reinforcement and Bottom of Slab

DS3

400

750

DS2

TU1

750

750
750
3000

750

400

(b) Measuring Point of Temperature
for Top of Slab

DS1

750
750
3000

2860

TS1/TD1

500 465 465 465 465 500

TS7/TD7 TS4/TD4

500 465 465 465 465 500
2860

TS represents the measuring point
of reinforcement.
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2860
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750

400

(c) Deflection Measuring Point

Figure 9. Measuring Point Distributions of Temperature and Deflection
For the loading process at room temperature, the deflection of specimen was increased with the
load increment at the beginning stage. The first batch of concrete cracks at the corners was
generated when applying the fourth level of the load, which was generally perpendicular to the slab
diagonals, as shown in Figure 10(a). The maximum deflection of point DS2 was 19.5 mm.
When the loading process at room temperature was completed, the specimen was in a constant load
for a period of time before the temperature rise.
The process of fire test on specimen TB-2 was as follows: (1) The time of temperature rise to 20
min, the temperature of furnace chamber was 726.7°C, and the temperatures for bottom and top of
slab were 256.2°C and 30.5°C, respectively. The deflection of point DS2 was 31.7 mm. The width
of first batch of concrete cracks was gradually increased, and the cracks were developed to the
surrounding constraint concrete beams. (2) The time of temperature rise to 25 min, the second batch
of concrete cracks at the corners was generated, as shown in Figure 10(b). The temperature of
furnace chamber was 739.9°C, and the temperature for bottom and top of slab was 339.3°C and
35.3°C, respectively. The deflection of point DS2 was 35.3 mm. (3) The time of temperature rise to
43 min, a crack parallel to the long side of the slab was generated in the middle of long side, and a
small amount of water vapor was appeared around the crack, as shown in Figure 10(c). The
temperature of furnace chamber was 788.7°C, and the temperatures for bottom and top of slab were
576.5°C and 56.6°C, respectively. The deflection of point DS2 was 52.7 mm. (4) The time of
temperature rise to 78 min, a group of cracks was ran through the slab, and the cracks in the corners
became elliptical in shape. The temperature of furnace chamber was 893.7°C, and the temperatures
for bottom and top of slab were 790.7°C and 75.7°C, respectively. The deflection of point DS2 was
96.2 mm. (5) The time of temperature rise to 90 min, the cracks were ran through in an elliptical
shape on the top of slab, and the whole floor slab were elliptically went down.
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After the fire test was completed, the overall deformation of specimen TB-2 was shown in Figures
11(a). The cracks on the bottom of slab and on the top of slab were shown in Figures 11(b) and (c),
respectively. The following conclusions could be drawn. (1) There were more cracks in the long
direction than in the short direction. (2) The tiny cracks were formed around the loading point
because of the concentrated load. (3) The cracks on the top surface of slab were elliptically
distributed.

First Batch of Cracks

Second of Batch Cracks
First Batch of Cracks

(a) First Batch of Crack

(b) Second Batch of Cracks

(c) Cracks in Long Direction

Figure 10. Development Processes of Cracks

(a) Overall Deformation

(b) Cracks on bottom of Slab

(c) Cracks on top of Slab

Figure 11. Failure Phenomenon
According to the failure phenomenon of fire test, when the deflection of slab in fire is very large,
the compression reinforcement on the top of slab was gradually transformed into tensile
reinforcement because of the restraint of the surrounding constraint concrete beams. The membrane
action of composite floor was generated in the middle area (elliptical area). Conversely, a
compression ring was formed outside the elliptical area, which was served as an anchor for
reinforcement in the middle area. Thus, an elliptical crack was generated on the border of
compression ring, due to the effect of tensile reinforcement.
3.6

Test Result

3.6.1

Temperature of furnace

The arrangement of the four temperature measuring points inside the fire furnace is shown in
Figure 12(a). The temperature of furnace measured during the test process is shown in Figure 12(b)
and (c). In the process of heating up, there was certain unevenness between the temperatures of
each measuring point. The temperature at TP1 point was highest, and the temperature at TP4 point
was lowest.
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(b) Specimen TB-1

(c) Specimen TB-2

Figure 12. Furnace Temperatures in Fire
For the specimens TB-1 and TB-2 in fire, the contrasts of temperature curve between the furnace
temperature and ISO-834 standard curve are shown in Figures 13(a) and (b), respectively. The
difference value of temperature between the furnace temperature and ISO-834 standard curve is
shown in the Figure 13(c). The following conclusions can be drawn from Figure 13. (1) The
furnace temperature was lower than the temperature of ISO-834 standard curve. The trend of
furnace temperature curve was consistent with the ISO-834 standard curve. (2) In the process of
fire test, the difference value of furnace temperature was constant in 50-100°C. (3) In the initial
stage of a fire, the heating rate of the furnace temperature was lower, and it was difficult to achieve
the heating rate of ISO-834 curve. Thus, the maximum difference value of furnace temperature and
temperature of IS0834 curve was approximately 250°C.
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Figure 13. Comparisons between Furnace Temperature and Temperature of ISO-834 Curve
3.6.2

Temperature on the bottom of slab

The arrangement of temperature measuring point on the bottom of slab is shown in Figure 9(a). For
the specimens TB-1 and TB-2, the comparisons of measuring point temperature with furnace
temperature are shown in Figures 14(a) and (b), respectively. In the earlier stage (the time of
temperature rise to 43 min), the temperature on the bottom of slab was slowly increased, and was
apparently lower than the furnace temperature. When the temperature was reached to 100°C, it was
constant for a period of time, because of the water vapor gathered around the thermocouple. In the
later stage, the temperature on the bottom of slab was rapidly increased, and was gradually close to
the furnace temperature.
3.6.3

Temperature on the top of slab

The arrangement of temperature measuring point on the top of slab is shown in Figure 9(b). For the
specimens TB-1 and TB-2, the temperature curves of each measuring point are shown in Figures
15(a) and (b), respectively. The temperature on the top of slab was slowly increased, and was lower.
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The highest temperature in the middle area on the top of slab was approximately 90.6°C, and the
temperature in the corner area was approximately 64.8°C.
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Figure 15. Temperature Curves on the Top of Slab
3.6.4

Temperature of Reinforcement

The arrangement of temperature measuring point for the reinforcement is shown in Figure 9(a). For
the specimens TB-1 and TB-2, the temperature curves of reinforcements are shown in Figures 16(a)
and (b), respectively. The temperature of reinforcement was gradually increased with the increment
of fire time. However, the increased rate of temperature was slow, and the fluctuation was larger.
The time of temperature rise to 30-40 min, a plateau was appeared in the temperature curve of
reinforcement. The temperature of reinforcement was approximately 100°C, and was constant for
30 min, because a lot of water vapor was gathered around the reinforcement. In Figure 16, the
temperature data of the part of measuring point (such as TS2, TS4 and TS7) were not collected,
because of the thermocouples damaged.
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Figure 16. Temperature of Reinforcement
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Deflection of Slab

The arrangement of deflection measuring point is shown in Figure 9 (c). During the loading period
at room temperature, the load-deflection curves of each measuring point on the specimens TB-1
and TB-2 are shown in Figure 17(a). The mid-span deflections of specimens TB-1 and TB-2 were
13.9 mm and 19.5 mm, respectively.
For the specimens TB-1 and TB-2 in fire, the deflection-time curves of each measuring point are
shown in Figure 17(b). The deflection of slab was gradually increased with the increment of fire
time. The deflection was slowly increased in the earlier stage, and was rapidly grown in the later
stage. The time of temperature rise to 90 min, the mid-span deflections of specimens TB-1 and
TB-2 were 92.6 mm and 94.9 mm, respectively. The two specimens were regarded as destroyed
because all of the deflections were more than the limited value, which is L/20 (L represents the
short span of the slab).
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Figure 17. Deflection Curves of Slab

4.

NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF TEMPERATURE FIELD IN FIRE

Based on the real curves of furnace temperature gained from the fire test, using the finite element
software ABAQUS, a numerical simulation analysis of the 3-D transient temperature field was
performed on the specimens TB-1 and TB-2 in the state of a single side under a fire. The internal
temperature distribution of slab was studied. Compared with the test results, the accuracy of the
finite element numerical simulation was verified. Furthermore, the relevant temperature data were
provided to the later parametric analysis of a composite floor in fire.
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Establishment of an Analytical Model

When performing the numerical simulation analysis of a 3-D transient temperature field on a
composite floor in fire, the following basic assumptions should be made. (1) The furnace
temperature is uniformly distributed. (2) The temperature distribution is not influenced by the
deformation and stress state of a composite floor. (3) The thermal contact resistance between
concrete and steel is neglected, and heat can be freely transferred. (4) The cracking and bursting of
concrete have no influence on the temperature field.
According to the symmetry of the structure and loads, an analysis model to calculate the
temperature field was established in a one-quarter size model of the real test specimen size.
Different mesh designs were adopted on the concrete and profiled steel sheet. Sweep meshing was
used to divide the elements of concrete, and free meshing was used to divide the elements of
profiled steel sheet. To improve the boundary condition compatibility of the element meshes, the
profiled steel sheet had the same element size as the concrete. The element meshes of concrete and
profiled steel sheet are shown in Figures 18 (a) and 18 (b), respectively. The element mesh of
reinforcement is shown in Figure 18 (c). The concrete element was in a Hex-dominated shape, and
the profiled steel sheet element was in a Quad-dominated shape.

(a) Concrete

(b) Profiled Steel Sheet

(c) Reinforcement

Figure 18. Element Meshes of Slab
In the analytical model, the hexahedral solid element DC3D8 was adopted as the element of
concrete, which transfers heat linearly with 8 nodes. The degree of freedom of the element node
was the temperature scalar. The DS4 shell element was adopted as the element of profiled steel
sheet. The heat-transferring truss element DC1D2 was used as the element of reinforcement.
4.2

Boundary Conditions and Relevant Parameters

The initial temperature T0 of slab in the analytical model was 20°C. An adiabatic boundary was
adopted in the central symmetrical boundary of slab, which made it easy to transfer heat between
the different materials (concrete and steel). The degrees of freedom of the profiled steel sheet,
concrete and reinforcement were bounded together.
The bottom slab of a composite floor was subjected to fire in the test. Heat was transferred between
the bottom slab and furnace chamber through thermal convection and thermal radiation. According
to the value of the parameters in the existing literature [10], the thermal convection coefficient c
on the bottom surface of slab was 15W/(m o C) , and the radiation coefficient  r was 0.5. The
thermal convection coefficient  c on the top surface of slab was 5W /(m  o C) , and the Stephen
Boltzmann coefficient  was 5.67 108 W/(m2  K4 ) .
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According to the test phenomenon in fire, the evaporation of water had a significant influence on
the distribution of the temperature field in the composite floor. Therefore, the moisture content of
composite floor was considered in the analysis model of finite element. The detail specific heat of
concrete Cc was prescribed in the Eurocode4 [16]. (1) When the moisture content of concrete u=0,
the specific heat Cc can be calculated by Eq. 2. (2) When the moisture content u is 0.15%, the
specific heat Cc is 1470 J kg  K between 100°C to 115°C, and conforms to a linear relationship
between 115°C and 120°C. The law in the other temperature is the same as that when u=0. (3)
When the moisture content u is 3.0%, the specific heat Cc is 2020 J kg  K between 100°C and
115°C, and conforms to a linear relationship between 115°C and 120°C. The law in the other
temperature is the same as that when u=0. (4) When the moisture content is 1.5%-3.0%, a linear
interpolation is acceptable. The curves of specific heat with temperature for different moisture
contents u are shown in Figure 19.

Cc  900  80(

T
T 2
)  4(
)
120
120

(2)

Where Cc represents the specific heat of concrete ( J kg  K ) and T refers to the temperature of the
concrete (K).
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Figure 19. Curves of Specific Heat with Temperature
4.3

Comparisons between the Numerical Simulation Results and the Test Results

Through the numerical simulation analysis of temperature field, for specimen TB-1, the section
temperature distribution of different moisture contents is shown in Figures 20 (a), (b) and (c). The
following conclusions could be drawn from Figure 20. (1) The temperature was decreased step by
step from the bottom to the top of slab. (2) The temperature at the crest of the profiled steel sheet
was increased the fastest. The temperature on the two sides was higher than that in the middle at the
crest of the profiled steel sheet, and the temperature in the middle was higher than that on the two
sides at the trough of the profiled steel sheet. (3) The temperature on the top surface of slab was
mainly distributed uniformly and was much lower than the temperature on the bottom surface of
slab. Comparing the temperature profile of the different moisture contents of concrete, it could be
concluded that the higher the moisture content is, the lower the section temperature is. Furthermore,
the moisture content has a smaller influence on the temperature of the bottom slab than that of the
top slab.
The comparisons of temperature between numerical simulation results and test results for the
specimens TB-1 and TB-2 are shown in Figure 21 and Figure 22, respectively. The results for part
of measuring points were provided in the figures.
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Figure 20. Temperature Distribution of Different Moisture Content
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Figure 21. Comparison of Temperature between the Numerical Simulation Results
and Test Results for Specimen TB-1
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Figure 22. Comparison of Temperature between the Numerical Simulation Results
and Test Results for Specimen TB-2
As shown in Figure 21 and Figure 22, the moisture content of concrete has a different influence on
the temperatures at the areas of slab in the fire. The influence on the high temperature area (the
bottom slab) was not obvious, and the influence on the low temperature area (the top slab and
reinforcement) was more obvious. The difference value between the numerical simulation results
and the test result was large in the early period of fire test, and the difference value was gradually
decreased with the increment of temperature. The main causes were analyzed. (1) The initial
temperature in the numerical simulation model was 20°C. However, the initial temperature of
furnace in the fire test was set at a high value to simulate the ISO-834 standard curve. (2) In the
process of fire test, a platform was appeared in the temperature curve of slab because of water
evaporation in the concrete. Though the specific heat Cc between 100°C to 200°C was reduced in
the finite element model and the final result was revised, the platform in the temperature curve was
still hard to simulate accurately. (3) The discreteness of concrete material was larger, and is difficult
to simulation.
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Based on the above analysis, for the temperature field of a composite floor in fire, the simulation
result was generally in agreement with the test result. When the moisture content of concrete was
1.5%, the simulation results were the most consistent with the test results. Thus, it is suggested that
the moisture content of concrete be set to 1.5% in the analysis of temperature field for a composite
floor in fire.

5.

PARAMETRIC ANALYSIS ON MEMBRANE ACTION
OF A COMPOSITE FLOOR IN FIRE

5.1

Establishment of the Structural Analysis Model

To simplify the structural analysis, the following assumptions should be made when establishing
finite element model of a composite floor in fire. (1) The creep of concrete and steel at a high
temperature was ignored. (2) The slip between the different materials (concrete and steel) was
ignored. (3) The distribution of temperature field for a composite floor in fire is not influenced by
the stress state.
The structural analysis model was established by the finite element software ABAQUS, with the
sequentially coupled thermal-stress analysis method as the computation method. The computing
element was divided by the same method as the numerical simulation model of temperature field.
Because the membrane action of a composite floor in fire was mainly studied in the structure
analysis, the ultimate deformation was larger when the floor was damaged, which may lead to
distortion in the computing element. Therefore, a 3-D solid element in a reduced integration format
with 8 nodes (C3D8R) was adopted as the element of concrete. The reinforcement was simulated
by a 2-node truss element (T3D2), and the profiled steel sheet was simulated by a 4-node shell
element (S4R) in a reduced integration format. According to the symmetry principle, the size of
structural analysis model for a composite floor in fire was a quarter of the actual size. The mesh
element of structural analysis model was shown in Figure 23 (a).
The boundary conditions and contact boundaries in the structural analysis model were set up in the
following ways. (1) The symmetrical boundary perpendicular to the X axis were fixed on the
constraint condition (U1=UR2=UR3=0), which was the same as the boundary perpendicular to the Y
axis (U2=UR2=UR3=0). The slab was supposed to be simply supported. The boundary constraints in
the X direction were U1=U3=UR2=UR3=0, and the boundary constraints in the Y direction were
U2=U3=UR1=UR3=0, as shown in Figure 23 (b). (2) The degrees of freedom of the profiled steel
sheet, concrete and reinforcement were bounded together. The degree of freedoms between the
profiled steel sheet and concrete were tied by the constraint. The main surface was on the concrete,
and the dependent surface was on the profiled steel sheet, as shown in Figure 23 (c). An embedded
constraint was adopted as the constraint between the reinforcement and concrete.
5.2

Verification of the Structural Analysis Model

The analysis results of the finite element model were compared with the test results, and the
deflection comparisons of specimen TB-1 and TB-2 are shown in Figures 24 (a) and (b),
respectively.
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Figure 24. Comparisons of Analysis Results and Test Results for the Deflection of Slab
According to Figures 24 (a) and (b), for specimen TB-1, the analysis results of the deflection were
basically in consistent with the test results, though the analysis results were slightly larger than test
results in the late period of fire. For specimen TB-2, the trends of deflection curve between the
analysis results and the test results were the same, but there was a large difference of deflection
values between the two in the early period of fire. With the increment of temperature, the difference
was reduced gradually.
By the comparison of deflection between the analysis results and the test results, the structural
analysis model of a composite floor adopted in this paper is feasible, and the analytical result is
reliable.
5.3

Parametric Analysis

The ultimate bearing capacity of a composite floor with the membrane action considered is related
to many factors, such as length-to-width ratio L/B (L refers to the size of long side, B refers to the
size of short side), thickness of concrete cover c, concrete strength fc, yield strength of
reinforcement fy, reinforcement ratio  s and thickness of slab h. Based on the structural analysis
model of a composite floor in fire, the parametric analysis was carried out to investigate the
influence factors on the membrane action of slab in fire.
The basic parameters in the finite element model were set as follows. The length of slab L was
3.0m and the width B was 3.0m. A profiled steel sheet of YX51-253-760 was adopted, with a
thickness of 1 mm, and the yield strength fy was 235 N/mm2. The diameter of reinforcement was
6mm, and the yield strength fy was 310 N/mm2. The reinforcement ratio  s was adjusted by
changing the interval distance of the reinforcements. The thickness of concrete cover c was 25mm.
The strength of concrete fc was 20.1N/mm2. The thickness of slab h was 130mm. The fire duration
time of slab was 90 min.
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The increasing coefficient e of bearing capacity in fire can be calculated by Eq. 3, which the
membrane action of a composite floor was considered.
q
(3)
e T
q0
Where qT represents the ultimate bearing capacity of a composite floor that the membrane action
is not considered at T °C, and q0 refers to the ultimate bearing capacity of a composite floor that
the membrane action is considered at room temperature.
5.3.1

Length-to-width L/B

The influence of length-to-width ratio L/B on the membrane action of a composite floor in fire was
researched by changing the length and width of slab, if the other parameters were constant. The
length-to-width ratio L/B of slab was respectively selected as 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0 or 3.5, and the
corresponding finite element model of structural analysis was established. The ultimate bearing
capacities of a composite floor at high temperature were calculated. At the same time, for
contrastive analysis, the ultimate bearing capacities were worked out according to the method
proposed by Zhang et al. [8]. The increasing coefficient curves of bearing capacity with the
length-to-width ratio L/B, which were calculated by different methods, are shown in Figure 25.

e

By the figure 25, we can see that (1) the results of finite element analysis have a similar trend with
the computational results by Zhang. However, the finite element results are always lower than the
results by Zhang. (2) The larger the length-to-width L/B is, the smaller the increasing coefficient of
bearing capacity e is. For a composite floor with the lager length-to-width ratio in fire, the
reinforcements along the short span were early yield, and the reinforcements along the long span
were not fully used. Therefore, it is suggested that the length-to-width ratio of a composite floor
should be smaller than 2.0 in the fire-resistant design if the membrane action of slab is considered.
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Figure 26. Increasing Coefficient of Bearing
Capacity with Thickness of Concrete Cover

Thickness of concrete cover c

If the other parameters were constant, the thickness of concrete cover c was respectively selected as
20, 22, 25, 28, 30 or 35 mm, and the corresponding finite element model of structural analysis was
established. The ultimate bearing capacities of a composite floor at high temperature were
determined. At the same time, for contrastive analysis, the ultimate bearing capacities were
calculated according to the method proposed by Zhang et al. [8].The increasing coefficient curves
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of bearing capacity with the thickness of concrete cover c, which were calculated by different
methods, are shown in Figure 26.
By the figure 26, we can see that (1) the results of finite element analysis are always lower than the
results by Zhang. (2) The larger the thickness of concrete cover c is, the smaller the increasing
coefficient of bearing capacity e is. The high thickness of concrete cover leads to an increment of
temperature in the reinforcement, to the disadvantage of the generation of membrane action in fire.
Thus, the concrete cover should not be thick in fire-resistant design.
5.3.3

Strength of Concrete fc

If the other parameters were constant, the strength of concrete fc was respectively selected as 13.4,
16.7 or 20.1 N/mm2, and the corresponding finite element model of structural analysis was
established. The ultimate bearing capacities of a composite floor at high temperature were
calculated. At the same time, for contrastive analysis, the ultimate bearing capacities were worked
out according to the method proposed by Zhang et al. [8].The increasing coefficient curves of
bearing capacity with the strength of concrete fc, which were calculated by different methods, are
shown in Figure 27.
By the figure 27, we can see that the strength of concrete f c has a small influence on the
increasing coefficient of bearing capacity e. The strength of concrete does not greatly influence on
the membrane action of a composite floor in fire, and the membrane force is mainly provided by
the reinforcements.
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Strength of Reinforcement fy

If the other parameters were constant, the strength of reinforcement fy was respectively selected as
300, 335 or 400 N/mm2, and the corresponding finite element model of structural analysis was
established. The ultimate bearing capacities of a composite floor at high temperature were
calculated. At the same time, for contrastive analysis, the ultimate bearing capacities were worked
out according to the method proposed by Zhang et al. [8].The increasing coefficient curves of
bearing capacity with the strength of reinforcement fy, which were calculated by different methods,
are shown in Figure 28.
By the figure 28, we can see that the stronger the strength of reinforcement is, the larger the
increasing coefficient of bearing capacity e is. The strength of reinforcement is the main influence
factor on the membrane action a composite floor in fire.
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Reinforcement ratio  s

If the other parameters were constant, the reinforcement ratio  s was adjusted only by changing
the interval distance of reinforcement ds. The interval distances of reinforcement ds were
respectively selected as 100, 130, 150, 180, 200 or 230 mm, and the corresponding finite element
model of structural analysis was established. The ultimate bearing capacities of a composite floor at
high temperature were calculated. At the same time, for contrastive analysis, the ultimate bearing
capacities were worked out according to the method proposed by Zhang et al. [8].The increasing
coefficient curves of bearing capacity with the interval distance of reinforcement ds ( the
reinforcement ratio  s ), which were calculated by different methods, are shown in Figure 29.
By the figure 29, we can see that the increasing coefficient of bearing capacity e has a decreasing
trend as the interval distance of reinforcement ds increases. The reinforcement ratio is also the main
influence factor on the membrane action a composite floor in fire.
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Thickness of slab h

If the other parameters were constant, the thickness of slab h was respectively selected as 130, 140
or 150 mm, and the corresponding finite element model of structural analysis was established. The
ultimate bearing capacities of a composite floor at high temperature were determined. At the same
time, for contrastive analysis, the ultimate bearing capacities were calculated according to the
method proposed by Zhang et al. [8].The increasing coefficient curves of bearing capacity with the
thickness of slab h, which were calculated by different methods, are shown in Figure 30.
By the figure 30, we can see that the thickness of slab h has a small influence on the increasing
coefficient of bearing capacity e. The thickness of slab does not greatly influence on the membrane
action of a composite floor in fire.

6.

CONCLUSIONS

By the research and analysis mentioned above, the following conclusions can be drawn.
(1) The experimental phenomenon demonstrates that the composite floor remained integrated and is
not burn-through, from the beginning to the end of the fire test, which could provide an important
safeguard to avoid integral collapse. Slip between the steel sheet and concrete is also found in the
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fire test. It is suggested that shear connectors be installed between the two in the subsequent fire
resistance research of a composite floor.
(2) According to the specimens tested in fire, the shape of cracks distribution on the top surface of
the composite floor was an ellipse. Almost all of the reinforcements in the slab were in a state of
tension. The central area of the composite floor was slide down in an ellipse shape with a large
deformation, which the membrane action of a composite floor in fire was verified. The formation
mechanism of membrane action for a composite floor in fire was revealed. Finally, the judgment
criterion on the formation of membrane action in fire test was provided.
(3) A numerical simulation analysis for the temperature field of a composite floor in fire was
performed through the finite element software ABAQUS. The simulation results were compared
with the test results, and the feasibility and accuracy of analytical method was verified.
Furthermore, the analytical results of temperature field demonstrated that the moisture content of
concrete had little influence on the high-temperature area of slab, and larger influence on the
low-temperature area of slab. It was suggested that the moisture content of concrete u be 1.5% in
the fire resistance analysis of a composite floor.
(4) A parametric analysis was performed to investigate the main influence factors on the membrane
action of a composite floor in fire. The analytical result demonstrates that the length-to-width L/B is
the main influence factor on the membrane action of a composite floor in fire, and it is suggested
that the length-to-width L/B be less than 2.0 to make full use of the membrane action of a
composite floor. The thickness of concrete cover c, the thickness of slab h and the strength of
concrete fc had little influence on the membrane action. The strength of reinforcement fy and the
reinforcement ratio  s are beneficial for improving the bearing capacity of a composite floor in
fire.
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ABSTRACT: Since recent advances of technology in material science and increasing demand for high strength
materials, high-strength steel (HSS) has been applied to several landmark buildings and major projects. However, the
application of high-strength steel in seismic structures is limited by the relative worse ductility, which usually
decreases with the increase in yield strength. In this paper, key issues associated with the application of HSS in
seismic structures are pointed out and discussed. The current state of the art of behavior of HSS and recent research
on the seismic behavior of HSS carried out at Tongji University are presented. The effect of reheating and cooling
during fabrication process on the mechanical properties of HSS is evaluated. Through the revisit and reconsideration
on the basic level of seismic design philosophy, two new design methodologies for application of HSS structures for
buildings in seismic zones are proposed. Finally, future works related to the application of high strength steels are
recommended.
Keywords: High-strength steel, Seismic design, Application, Recent research

1.

INTRODUCTION

Due to the architectural and structural advantages, high-strength steel (HSS, yield stress ≥460 MPa)
has been increasingly used in high-rise buildings, large span buildings and bridges in the past two
decades [1, 2]. Compared with regular mild carbon steel members, the application of HSS members
shows the following advantages:







In lieu of conventional mild carbon steels, adoption of high-strength steels can reduce
plate thickness and member size because of the increased allowable design stress.
Consequently, the usable floor area of the structures could be increased and the
self-weight of the structures could be reduced. Moreover, special architectural form
leads to many difficulties in structural design. Thus, light weight and slim members
are usually desirable.
As a result of the reduction in plate thickness and member size, difficulties in welding
thick plates and the amount of welding can be reduced.
Owing to the lighter self-weight of structures, savings may be made in transportation
and erection, and smaller foundations could be constructed.
Mass-dependent dynamic forces, such as earthquake actions, can be reduced.

The price of high-strength steel is usually higher than the price of normal-strength steel. However,
the increase in steel price is lower than the increase in steel strength. Thus, when providing with the
same strength, the cost of high-strength steel is actually lower than the cost of normal-strength steel.
The normalized prices of different steel grades of ref. [3] are reproduced here, as shown in Figure 1.
If the strength can be fully utilized, it is economical to use high-strength steel in structures. With
the recent development of steelmaking techniques and advances in welding techniques, HSS
members can be produced at a reasonable cost with good quality in China. According to World
Steel Association [4], there was an increase of 68% in steel production worldwide between 2000
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and 2010, with China experiencing an increase of 396% for the same period, as shown in Figure 2.
Similarly, global use of steel had increased 69% from 2000 to 2010, while the use of steel in China
had increased over 400% for the same period. Because of the rapid industrialization and
urbanization, China accounted for approximately 45% of the global steel production in 2010 [5], as
shown in Figure 3. More than half of steel consumption was devoted to construction, which was the
greatest steel market share in 2010.
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Figure 1. Comparison of Normalized Price among Different Steel Grades

Figure 2. Annual Crude Steel Production

Figure 3. Global use of Steel in 2010
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However, the use of HSS is limited by current Chinese Code for Design of Steel Structures GB
50017-2003 [6] and Code for Seismic Design of Buildings GB 50011-2010 [7]. The former limits
structural steel grade up to Q420 (with nominal yield strength of 420 MPa). The later requires a
higher ductility of steels due to the expectation of inelastic behavior of structural elements and
connections under rare earthquakes. With the increase in material strength, the yield to tensile
strength ratio (Y/T ratio) and elongation ratio of HSS could hardly meet the requirements of GB
50011-2010 [7]. According to the annual report of China Steel Construction Society in 2010, the
most used steel is Q345, which takes 62% of the total steel consumption, while Q460 HSS only
takes 1% of the total consumption, as shown in Figure 4. Consequently, the necessity of
requirements to investigate whether the members fabricated from HSS can be designed according
to the existing codes or whether the codes need to be modified to include HSS is highlighted.
Moreover, it is important to determine whether HSS could be used in seismic structures and how to
use HSS in seismic structures.

Figure 4. The Percentage of each Steel Grade Consumed in 2010 of Mainland China
In this paper, the key issues associated with the application of HSS in seismic structures are pointed
out and discussed. The current state of the art of behavior of HSS and recent research on the
seismic behavior of HSS carried out at Tongji University are presented. The effect of reheating and
cooling during fabrication process on the mechanical properties of HSS is evaluated. Through the
revisit and reconsideration on the basic level of seismic design philosophy, the design
methodologies for application of HSS structures for buildings in seismic zones are proposed.

2.

LIMITS RELATED TO THE APPLICATION OF HSS IN
SEISMIC RESISTANT STRUCTURES

2.1

Effect of Mechanical Properties on the Ductility of Structural Members

It is expected that structures will undergo a certain degree of inelastic deformation under
earthquake actions. Thus, structural members must process adequate ductility to dissipate
earthquake energy. Previous researches [8-10] indicate Y/T ratio and elongation ratio play
fundamental rules in the influence on the ductility of structural members. It is obvious the
elongation ratio of material has a direct influence on the deformation capacity of structural
members. Meanwhile, Y/T ratio has an indirect influence on the ductility of structural members, as
shown in Figure 5. Figure 5(a) shows a perforated or reduced tensile member, where f y is the yield
strength, f y  f p  fu , f u is the tensile strength, N y  Af y , N p  An f p , A is the area of cross
section, An is the net area of reduced cross section. If the Y/T ratio is high enough to result in
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N y  N P , the inelastic deformation will be localized in the reduced zone. Although the material

itself has a good deformability, the ductility of the member will be significantly impaired by the
localized deformation. Figure 5(b) shows a flexural member, where M y is the yield bending moment,

M pi is the plastic bending moment. If the Y/T ratio is close to 1, the development of plastic zone in
beam ends will be limited within a very short segment because the values of M p1 and M p 2 are
close. Consequently, the rotation capacity of the beam, which represents the ductility of flexural
members, will be jeopardized.

fy

fp
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P
Ny

Np

(a) Reduced members

M P1
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P

Plastic zone
fy

fy

fp

M P1
My
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(b) Flexural members
Figure 5. The Effect of Yield Ratio on the Ductility of Members
2.2

Limits of Current Design Codes

The limits on Y/T ratio and elongation ratio have been specified in GB 50017-2003 [6] and GB
50011-2010 [7] to ensure the ductility and deformability of structural members, as summarized in
Table 1. Compared to GB 50017-2003, seismic design code GB 50011-2010 has more strict limits
on Y/T ratio and elongation ratio. Requirements of material ductility specified in Eurocode3 [11]
and Eurocode8 [12] utilize the parameters of tensile to yield strength ratio (fu /fy ≥1.10), elongation
ratio (no less than 15%) and ultimate strain (not less than 15 times of the yield strain). According to
Chinese Code for Seismic Design of Buildings GB 50011-2010 [7], the ductility requirement of
steel is higher than Eurocode3 due to the consideration of inelastic behavior of structural members
and connections under rare earthquakes. Based on the tensile coupon tests of various steel grade,
Fukumoto [13] pointed out that the increase in strength will result in the increase in Y/T ratio and
the decrease in elongation ratio, which indicates the HSS could hardly meet the ductility
requirements for seismic design. For comparison with Table 1, the limits of material requirements
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specified in Steel Plates for Building Structure GB/T 19879-2005 [14] and High Strength Low
Alloy Structural Steels GB/T 1591-2008 [15] are shown in Table 2 and Table 3, respectively. It can
be seen that steel plates with nominal yield strength no less than 420 MPa could not meet the
ductility requirements of GB 50011-2010.
Table 1. Comparison of Requirements of Mechanical Properties
GB 50011-2010
GB 50017-2003
1. Yield to tensile strength ratio ≤
1. Yield to tensile strength ratio ≤ 0.83
0.85
2. Ratio of elongation after 2. Ratio of elongation after failure ≥ 15%
3.  u  20 y
failure ≥ 20%
3. Well defined yielding plateau
Table 2. Requirements of Mechanical Properties in GB/T 19879-2005
Yield strength Tensile strength
Steel grade
Elongation Y/T ratio
(MPa)
(MPa)
Q235GJ
≥235
400~510
≥23%
≤0.80
Q345GJ
≥345
490~610
≥22%
≤0.83
Q390GJ
≥390
490~650
≥20%
≤0.85
Q420GJ
≥420
520~680
≥19%
≤0.85
Q460GJ
≥460
550~720
≥17%
≤0.85
Table 3. Requirements of Mechanical Properties in GB/T 1591-2008
Yield strength Tensile strength
Steel grade
Elongation Y/T ratio
(MPa)
(MPa)
Q345
≥345
470~630
≥20%
≤0.73
Q390
≥390
490~650
≥20%
≤0.80
Q420
≥420
520~680
≥19%
≤0.81
Q460
≥460
550~720
≥17%
≤0.84
Q500
≥500
610~770
≥17%
≤0.82
Q550
≥550
670~830
≥16%
≤0.82
Q620
≥620
710~880
≥15%
≤0.87
Q690
≥690
770~940
≥14%
≤0.90
2.3

Limits of Current Researches on HSS

In aiming to extend current steel structure design codes to include HSS, recent researches have
been performed on the behavior of HSS structural members under monotonic loading. The
experimental and numerical investigations on HSS beams [16-19] have shown that yield strength
and yield to ultimate strength ratio has significant influence on the rotation capacity of beam
members. Compared with conventional steel, the rotation capacity of HSS beam with identical
cross-sectional geometry was reduced by over 70%. Although the current specifications are able to
predict the flexural strength of HSS beams, the existing compactness criteria cannot guarantee the
required rotation capacity for HSS members. Previous researches on ultimate bearing capacity,
local and overall buckling behavior of HSS columns [20-24] have shown that the effects of initial
geometric imperfection and residual stress on the buckling behavior of HSS columns are less
detrimental than those on normal strength steel columns. The current steel structure design
standards are slightly conservative for HSS. Minor modifications of existing design codes might be
necessary to include the design of HSS structures in non-seismic regions.
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However, it is not economical to design structures as assuming them in elastic range under severe
earthquake. Thus, it is recommended that structures shall be able to endure certain inelastic
deformation to dissipate earthquake energy. The energy dissipation capacity of structure depends
mainly on the energy dissipation capacity of structural members, which is not only a function of
mechanical properties, but also affected by cross-sectional geometry and loading conditions.
Currently, the application of HSS in seismic design is restricted by existing seismic design codes
and constructional practice, which are established based on the study of conventional steel.
Therefore, the seismic performance of HSS should be examined when it was related to the
application of HSS in structural design for earthquake-resistance. Therefore, better understanding
of inelastic cyclic behavior of HSS, as well as the seismic performance of HSS structural members,
is important for determining the suitability of application of HSS for seismic resistant structure.
Currently, only limited investigations on the cyclic behavior and hysteretic model of HSS have
been reported on the literatures. Dusicka et al. [25] investigated the inelastic cyclic behavior and
low-cycle fatigue life of plate steels with the nominal yield strength up to 485 MPa.
Ramberg-Osgood model was used to fit the experimental skeleton curves and the associated
coefficients were obtained from data regression of the test result. Although the power function
based on the Ramberg-Osgood model seems efficient to describe the nonlinear part of the cyclic
skeleton curve, it is inconvenient to be implemented in numerical analysis in structural level due to
the implicit expression of stress in the power function. To this end, an explicit expression of stress
in terms of rational function with four fitting parameters was proposed by Shi et al. [26]. The model
parameters were calibrated by Q460D steel (nominal yield strength of 460 MPa) based on the test
results of 17 coupon specimens. However, in the previous researches, the verification of hysteretic
model for HSS was limited to the material level. This is mainly attributed to the scarcity of test data
of seismic behavior of HSS members, which highlights the necessary for an extensive study on
cyclic response of HSS members. Moreover, further evaluation on the effect of mechanical
properties on the cyclic behavior and energy dissipation capacity of HSS structural members is
required.

3.

MECHANICAL PROPERTIES AFTER REHEATING AND
COOLING DURING FABRICATION PROCESS

According to Chinese code GB/T 1591-2008 [15] and European code EN 10025-6 [27], HSSs are
currently delivered in the quenched and tempered condition and thermo-mechanically controlled
processed (TMCP) condition. Both quenching and TMCP have a controlled-cooling process, which
is usually an accelerated cooling process by water, oil, or forced-air, to get the preferred
crystalline phases of the alloy and the finer grain size. The cooling speed is an important factor for
the ductility and strength of steels. However, fabrication process such as flame cutting, welding,
and flame straightening will introduce a reheating and cooling process on the local area of steel
members. The maximum temperature of flame cutting and welding is over 1200℃. The maximum
temperature of flame straightening is about 650℃-900℃ depending on heating time. Similar as
tempering, the experience of such high temperatures may produce a serious reduction in the
strength and hardness of the heat-affected zones.
In order to evaluate the effect of reheating and cooling on the mechanical properties of HSS, tensile
tests of 8 coupons were carried out from a flame straightened Q690D box column, as shown in
Figure 6. The box column specimen was fabricated from 16 mm Q690D steel plate with the
cross-sectional width and height of 250 mm. Full-thickness heating and air cooling was applied on
the triangular areas of webs and rectangular area of top flange. Tensile coupons are machined from
the bottom flange and the heating areas of top flange and webs. Eight tensile coupons were tested in
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accordance with the specifications of GB/T 228-2002 [28], and the values of the tests are
summarized in Table 4. In the Table 4, E is the Young’s modulus, fy is the 0.2% proof stress, which
is adopted as the yield strength of steel, fu is the ultimate tensile stress, and δ is the percentage of
elongation after fracture. It can be seen from Table 4, the effect of reheating and cooling on the
elongation ratio should not be ignored. Compared with the bottom flange, the elongation ratio of
heat-affected zone in top flange is reduced by up to 12%. Moreover, the yield strength and tensile
strength of top flange are reduced by 21% and 11%, respectively. The reduction of yield strength is
about twice of the reduction of tensile strength. The reductions of the yield and tensile strengths of
webs are 18% and 9%. Therefore, this influence of reheating during fabrication process should be
considered in the design of HSS structures. Otherwise, the “premature” local and overall buckling
and unexpected location of plastic hinge might appear in HSS structure to impair its seismic
performance.
Heating area
e
g
n
Top fla
Webs
ge
Bottom flan
(a) Elevation view
Heating area
Back web

Top flange
Front web

(b) Plane view
Figure 6. Flame Straightening of Box Column
Table 4. Mechanical Properties of Flame Straightened Q690D Steel
(MPa)
Specimens
(MPa)
δ (%)
593.8
696.3
0.85
18.0
Top flange
600.4
728.3
0.82
18.6
Mean value
597.1
712.3
0.84
18.3
601.7
706.7
0.85
19.4
Front web
628.5
748.3
0.84
18.9
587.9
712.8
0.82
19.6
Back web
653.1
762.1
0.93
19.5
Mean value
617.8
732.5
0.9
19.3
760.2
815.6
0.93
21.1
Bottom flange
746.9
791.6
0.94
20.7
Mean value
753.5
803.6
0.94
20.9

4.

RECONSIDERATIONS ON THE BASIC LEVEL OF
SEISMIC DESIGN PHILOSOPHY

The current seismic design philosophy is based on the assumption that structural members and
connections can undergo a certain plastic deformation without a loss in structural bearing capacity
under expected rare earthquake actions. The correctness of this assumption is ensured by the
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specified material requirements in current seismic design code. Accordingly, as HSS could not meet
the material requirements, HSS members are not permitted to use in seismic structures. However,
the application of HSS in seismic structures could be reconsidered in the level of seismic resistant
design philosophy when we give up this assumption. Consequently, two design methodologies for
HSS seismic resistant structures are proposed herein.
4.1

Determination of Design Earthquake Action

In view of structural performance under earthquake, design earthquake action could be reduced in
accordance with the ductility of structures, as shown in Figure7. Structures with good ductility
could be designed under a reduced earthquake loading, so the inelastic behavior of structures is
expected under actual earthquake action and the earthquake energy could be dissipated by plastic
deformation of members and connections. Instead, brittle structures should be designed under more
serious earthquake actions than ductile structures to reduce the requirement of structural ductility.
Q
Brittle structure

Q1

Semi-ductile structure

Q2

Ductile structure

Q3

Δ1

Δ2

Δ3

Δ

Figure7. The Effect of Ductility on the Requirement of Design Seismic Actions
4.2

Selection of Structural Systems

The design based on the assumption of preventing steel structures from inelastic status under
expected rare earthquakes is usually uneconomical and unreasonable. Thus, seismic resistant
buildings are mostly designed as dissipative structures which allow for the formation of plastic
hinges in the expected locations, such as “strong column, weak beam” philosophy. However, the
ductility of HSS members is not guaranteed to satisfy the demands of structural plastic behavior
during earthquake actions. It is important to note that the ductility of structures, in addition to the
ductility of materials and members, also depends on the selection of structural systems. If an
appropriate structural system is selected for HSS structures, the plastic deformations can be isolated
in the specified dissipative members to prevent the yield of HSS members.
One of such suggested structural systems is consisted of semi-rigid frames and special energy
dissipation members, as shown in Figure 8. Semi-rigid frames can provide sufficient deformation
under seismic force [29]. Special lateral force resistant members, such as buckling restrained braces
(BRB) and buckling restrained steel plate shear wall (BRSW), are designed to possess sufficient
plastic deformation capacity and energy dissipation capacity [30, 31]. Consequently, HSS members
designed with sufficient over strength will not yield during earthquakes.
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Figure 8. Structure System providing Elastic Design of High-strength Steel Member
The other suggested structural system by Dubina et al. [32] is called dual steel structures (DSS), as
shown in Figure 9. DSS is constituted by several bays of HSS moment-resisting frames and at least
one bay of eccentrically braced frame with removable links fabricated from normal strength steel or
low yield strength steel. The plastic deformations of normal and low yield strength steel members
are expected to occur under moderate or rare earthquake actions to reduce the ductility demand of
HSS members. The energy dissipation members can behave as fuses of structures. The
non-dissipative members are designed with HSS of enough overstrength to prevent inelastic
deformation and critical damage. Therefore, HSS frames can sustain the robustness of the gravity
load bearing system.
High‐strength
steel frame

Eccentrically
braced frame

Normal strength
removable link

High‐strength
steel column
High‐strength
steel beam

Figure 9. Dual Steel Structure System by Dubina et al. [32]
In those suggested structure systems for HSS structures, energy dissipation members and links are
designed as only employed in seismic force-resisting systems instead of bearing gravity load.
Therefore, those members and links could be easily replaced if damage occurred after strong
earthquake. The interruption of the function and occupation of buildings can be significantly
reduced compared with conventional structure systems.
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Adjustment of Reliability Index

Moreover, under probability-based design criteria, the targeted reliability index of members with
insufficient ductility could be strengthened to enhance the safety of those members. Structural
members are classified into ductile members and brittle members in Unified Standard for
Reliability Design of Building Structures GB 50068-2001 [33]. Although HSS members could not
meet the material requirements of ductile members as normal strength steel, it is uneconomical to
be designed as brittle members since it has considerable ductility higher than that of brittle
members. Therefore, a new class named semi-ductile member is suggested, as shown in Table 5 and
Table 6. If HSS could not meet the material requirements of ductile member while can meet the
material requirements of semi-ductile member, the targeted reliability index of semi-ductile failure
should be adopted in the design of HSS members.
Table 5. Classification of Ductility for High-strength Steel Members
Material Ductile Semi-ductile Brittle
properties member
member
member
Elongation ≥20%
≥14%
≤10%
Y/T
≤0.85
≤0.9
Table 6. Targeted Reliability Index of High-strength Steel Members for Ultimate Limit State
Important category
Failure mode
I
II
III
Ductile failure
3.7
3.2
2.7
Semi-ductile failure
4.2
3.7
3.2
Brittle failure
4.7
4.2
3.7

5.

RECENT RESEARCH PROGRESS ON SEISMIC BEHAVIOR OF
HSS IN TONGJI UNIVERSITY

5.1

Material Properties

The mechanical properties of Q460C and Q690D steel were studied through monotonic-loading
and cyclic-loading experiments [34]. The stress-strain relationships were obtained from 40 tensile
coupon tests, as shown in Figure 10. It can be seen that the strain hardening of Q460C and Q690D
steels is not as significant as normal strength steels. Moreover, for some Q460C coupons, there is
even no well-defined yield plateau. The stress-strain hysteretic curves were obtained from the
cyclic-loading experiments, as shown in Figure 11a. Based on the generalization of the typical
hysteretic curve, each half cycle of hysteretic loops was divided into elastic part, transition part and
hardening part. A trilinear kinematic hardening model was used to predict the cyclic response of
HSS, with considering the observed Bauschinger effect and cyclic strain hardening, as shown in
Figure 11b. In order to verify the accuracy of the proposed HSS hysteretic model, quasi-static
cyclic loading tests of Q460C and Q690D steel beam-column specimens of an accompanied study
were simulated and compared.
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Figure 10. Typical Stress-strain Relationship of Q460C Steel
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(a) Generalization of the typical hysteretic curve for Q460 steel
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Figure 11. Proposed Hysteretic Model for Q460 Steel
5.2

Hysteretic Behavior

A total of 12 welded H-section and box-section beam-column specimens with nominal yield
strengths of 460 MPa and 690 MPa were tested to evaluate the seismic behavior of HSS members
[35]. The fabricated specimens were tested under constant axial loading combined with quasi-static
cyclic lateral loading. Ultimate strength, ductility and energy dissipation capacity were evaluated
base on the observations of the obtained lateral load-displacement hysteretic curves. All the
moment-rotation curves achieved plump hysteretic loops at large storey drift ratio up to 1/30,
indicating a good capacity of energy dissipation for the tested HSS H-section and box-section
beam-column specimens even under severe earthquake. The effect of cross-sectional geometry on
energy dissipation capacity of HSS beam-column members was investigated experimentally and
numerically. Moment-curvature hysteretic curves were developed to minimize the influence of the
potential slipping and inevitable elastic deformation of the fixed support at column end. Based on
the analysis of moment-curvature curves, a trilinear hysteretic model was proposed for HSS welded
H-section and box-section columns, as shown in Figure 12.
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6.

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDED FUTURE WORK

Key issues of using high strength steels in seismic structures are discussed. Two design
methodologies for HSS seismic resistant structures are proposed. Recent research work on the
seismic performance of high-strength steel conducted at Tongji University is introduced. The effect
of reheating and cooling during fabrication process on the mechanical properties of HSS is
evaluated. The significant reduction of the strength of HSS by reheating should be considered in
seismic design. Although certain efforts have been achieved on HSS structures, future research
work is necessary, as suggested below, to include HSS in the structural design specifications.
(1) Statistic research of material properties and determination of partial factors for resistance;
(2) Ultimate bearing capacity and deformability of fundamental HSS members;
(3) Hysteretic behavior and hysteretic model of HSS beam and beam-column;
(4) Connections of HSS members;
(5) Fatigue behavior of HSS members and connections;
(6) Structural system for HSS structures;
(7) Determination of targeted reliability index and partial factors for actions;
(8) Determination of design earthquake action and criteria for performance-based design.
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ABSTRACT: This paper proposed a novel form-finding method for irregular tensegrity structures base on matrix
iteration. On the basis of two different forms of structural equilibrium equations, the estimated elemental self-stresses
and nodal coordinates were constructed via the singular value decomposition of equilibrium matrix and eigenvalue
decomposition of force density matrix, respectively. The configuration of tensegrity that satisfies the specified
coordinates was determined through the iterative computation of self-stresses and nodal coordinates, and the
constraint condition was introduced in the construction of the estimated nodal coordinates simultaneously. The
detailed algorithm procedure was listed and the convergent criterion was also defined. In the end, several illustrated
examples were given to prove the validity of the algorithm. Numerical examples and physical models showed that
the proposed form-finding method was correct and efficient. The form-finding algorithm could be applied to find
tensegrity structures that satisfied the given geometrical forms, and the creation of novel irregular tensegrity, as long
as the topological relation and several known coordinate of nodes were given．
Keywords: Irregular tensegrity, Form-finding, Equilibrium matrix, Force density matrix, Numerical method
DOI: 10.18057/IJASC.2015.11.4.7

1.

INTRODUCTION

Tensegrity, a kind of self-balancing system where the cables are in continuous tensional status and a
few of struts are located among the cables, is light-weight but efficient, in that they could be
stiffened by specified inner prestressing. Tensegrity structures have been already applied to several
research fields [1,2], such as mechanical control, aerospace, biology, etc.. In addition, an alternative
form of tensegrity, i.e. cable dome, has been widely used in the large span structures in
contemporary architecture.
As a sort of form-sensitive structure, the superior mechanical property of tensegrity comes from its
reasonable geometrical configuration. The topology, geometry and the prestressing both affect its
stability and stiffness. Hence, form finding is the core of tensegrity researches [3]. The
form-finding algorithms were divided into two categories by Tibert and Pellegrino [4], respectively
static method and dynamic method, ranging from analytic method to force density method
proposed by Schek and Linkwitz, and to dynamic relaxation method introduced earlier by Motro
and Belkacem. These early form-finding algorithm gave more prominence to the research of
reasonable topological relations. Accordingly, the form-finding results were mainly regular
tensegrity structures, attaching little emphasis upon geometrical configuration. In recent decades,
with the increasingly deeper researches, relevant scholars have made some improvements based on
the classic algorithms and created several novel form-finding algorithms [5-9]. The irregular
tensegrity and its geometrical configuration have achieved attention gradually. Meanwhile, the
evolution theory began to be introduced to the form-finding optimization of tensegrity. The
form-finding algorithms based on intelligence have some development, mainly including genetic
algorithm [10-13], simulated annealing method [14], and Monte Carlos random search method [15].
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On the basis of random thoughts, the intelligent algorithms could resolve the optimization problems
covering the case of large solution space and the complex relations between objects and variables.
More recently, novel form-finding algorithms were proposed to improve on the stability of the
tensegrity structures [16]. However, the procedure needs so many search steps that it requires much
more computation time. It should be noted that Estrada et al [7], Tran and Lee [8] introduced a
form-finding algorithm based on the iterative computation of force density and coordinate. The
algorithm merely needs to provide the connections of cables and struts, i.e. the topology, without
the help of self-stress values and initial node coordinates, which has the advantage of faster
convergence. Nonetheless, it is hard to control the nodal coordinates or the shape of form-finding
results.
The paper offers a coordinate-based form-finding algorithm for irregular tensegrity. Firstly, it
provides two different forms of equilibrium equations, namely, constructing self-stress with the
singular value decomposition (SVD) of equilibrium matrix and nodal coordinates with eigenvalue
decomposition of force density matrix. Moreover, the detailed form-finding algorithm flow is given,
utilizing the nonlinear iterative computation of the self-stress and nodal coordinates, where the
given coordinates are treated as constraint condition. Finally, two examples prove the effectiveness
and stability of the form-finding algorithm. The topological connections of examples refer to the
six-strut expanded octahedral tensegrity and six-strut truncated tetrahedral tensegrity. Furthermore,
the forming method that six rigid struts hold up a flexible cable net is used in the construction
process of physical model, and specific joints are designed for the implementation of model.
2.

EQUILIBRIUM EQUATION

Without loss of generality, Figure 1 shows that node i connects component g and h together. The
internal forces are denoted as tg and th respectively, while node i is subjected to loads pix, piy and piz.
Based on the force balance relation, the equilibrium equation of node i could be deduced as
follows:

Figure 1. Configuration of Bar Assembles

x j  xi  h  xk  xi  g  pix

(1-1)

y j  yi  h   yk  yi  g  piy

(1-2)

z j  zi  h  zk  zi  g  piz

(1-3)

where ζ is force density and equals to t/l. Supposing that tensegrity contains n nodes and b elements,
the global equilibrium equation can be assembled as matrix form [17]:

Aζ  P

(2)
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here, ζ=(ζ1, ζ2, … , ζb)T is the vector of force density, P=(Px, Py, Pz)T represents the vector of nodal
load and Px=(p1x, p2x, … , pnx)T denotes the vector in X degrees of freedom (DOF). The equilibrium
matrix, i.e. A=(Ax, Ay, Az)T, establishes the relation between nodal load and elemental internal
force. Taking X DOF as example, equilibrium matrix could be denoted as:

A x  Φ T diag Φx 

(3)

in which, x=(x1, x2, … , xn)T denotes the vector of nodal coordinates, and the incidence matrix Φ
with the dimension of b×n is introduced to represent the topological connections of cables and
struts. For example, the component h shown in Figure 1 has initial node i and terminal node j. In
this case, Φhi=1 and Φhj=-1 should be satisfied for this element, and the other components follow
the same analogy. Eq. 2 can be regarded as the equilibrium equation that takes elemental force
density ζ as unknown variable. If we take nodal coordinates as unknown variable, the equation can
be rewritten as:

DX  P

(4)

where X=(x, y, z)T indicates nodal coordinates vector, D is force density matrix, can be signified as:

D  Φ T diag ζ Φ

(5)

Equality P=0 should be satisfied in the state of self-equilibrium for tensegrity. The following
equations ought to be fulfilled:

Aζ  0

(6)

DX  0

(7)

When the rank of equilibrium matrix is less than b, the structure might contain at least one
self-stress mode, which is one of the necessary conditions to be a tensegrity structure.

3.

COORDINATE-BASED FORM-FINDING METHOD FOR
IRREGULAR TENSEGRITY

3.1

Solution of Elemental Self-stress

The singular value decomposition (SVD) is carried out for equilibrium matrix [18] A:

A  USV T

(8)

Thus, orthogonal matrix V=(v1, v2, … , vb)T is obtained. If there are s modes of self-stress, it should
meet the following relations [19]:

AVs  0

(9)

The self-stress ζ could be constructed by the vector of Vs=(vb-s-1, v b-s, … , vb)T. For single
self-stress mode (s=1), the form-finding process could use vector vb to construct force density
vector ζ. Moreover, due to the principle that the struts withstand pressure and cables bear tension, if
vb does not satisfy tension-compression symbols, it is necessary to add orthogonal vectors to
reconstruct the force density ζ [7].
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3.2

Solution of Nodal Coordinate

Nodal coordinates of tensegrity structures corresponds the nontrivial solution of Eq. 7. As force
density matrix D is square, the eigenvalue decomposition is carried out:

D  ΨΣΨ T

(10)

where the orthogonal matrix Ψ=(ψ1, ψ2, … , ψn)T. The nodal coordinates X could be constructed by
vector ψi. Supposing that the number of known nodes are n0, the corresponding coordinate value is
X0, and the remaining nodal value is X*. n0 vectors are selected from Ψ to generate submatrix Ψ’. It
can be blocked as Ψ’=(Ψ0, Ψ*)T. It gives

Ψ



T

0



Ψ* α  X0

X*



T

(11)

α in Eq. 11 is an undetermined combination coefficient. The required nodal coordinates could be
solved:
X*  Ψ * Ψ 01 X 0

3.3

(12)

Algorithm Procedure

Eq. 6 and Eq. 7 establish the structural force balance relations, and the unknown variables are force
density vector ζ and nodal coordinate vector X. In addition, equilibrium matrix A and force density
matrix D are assembled by X and ζ. Thus, the nonlinear algorithm is applied to solve the problem
iteratively. The detailed procedure of form-finding algorithm is presented as follows.
1) The topology and required coordinate X0 of tensegrity are given. Calculate incidence matrix Φ.
Initialize each component of force density vector ζ0, where -1 for struts and +1 for cables.
2) Assemble force density matrix D according to Eq. 5 and conduct eigenvalue decomposition.
Estimate the unknown nodal coordinate X*. Then modify the force density vector ζ.
3) Assemble equilibrium matrix A according to Eq. 3 and conduct SVD. Thus, the new force
density vector ζ is constructed.
4) Compute the redundant nodal force ΔP=Aζ and the minimum nonzero singular value Srr of
equilibrium matrix A. If the convergence target P 2   p and S rr   p are both fulfilled,
algorithm terminates. Otherwise, return to step 2. Here ξP is a small quantity, assuming 1E-10.
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Figure 2. Algorithm Flow Chart

4.

NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

4.1

Form-finding of Tensegrity Structure Consists of 6 Struts and 24 Cables

Figure 3. Expanded Octahedral Tensegrity

Figure 4. Computed Iirregular Tensegrity Structure

The topology of the computed structure refers to the classical expanded octahedral tensegrity
shown in Figure 3. The structure has 30 elements and 12 nodes, and each node links 4 cables and 1
strut. Now the coordinates of some nodes are specified as 1(0,0,0), 2(0,100,0), 3(200,0,0),
4(400,300,0), 6(300,200,100). Supposing that ξp=1E-10. According to the proposed algorithm, the
form-finding result is presented in Figure 4. The procedure converges in 14 iterations. The
computed structure contains one self-stress mode and one internal infinitesimal mechanism. It is
proved to be geometrically stable since the force product is positive definite [20]. The coordinates
of nodes are shown in Table 1, and Table 2 lists the internal force coefficients t of cables and struts.
The form-finding convergence process is illustrated in Figure 5. The physical model shown in
Figure 6 are formed and stiffened by the turnbuckle installed in cable 13. Utilizing the level control
of turnbuckle, the structure can achieve different stiffness. The specific joint construction is
illustrated in Figure 7.
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Node
X-Value

1
0.0

Y-Value

0.0

Z-Value

0.0

Table 1. Nodal Coordinates of Computed Tensegrity
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
0.0 200.0 400.0 -180. 300.0 -67.5 205.0 63.6 388.3 -6.5 472.4
7
100.0 0.0 300.0 -61.5 200.0 -146. 8.5 183.5 362.5 -3.6 277.0
9
0.0
0.0
0.0 -113. 100.0 -51.0 73.1 -63.0 56.0 -98.3 133.4
0

Element
Internal
force
Element
Internal
force
Element
Internal
force

Table 2. Internal Force Coefficient for Cables and Struts
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
1.953 1.867 1.510 3.930 1.743 1.256 3.383 3.060 1.748 1.646
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
0.677 1.084 4.006 2.245 0.880 0.657 1.322 1.611 3.640 2.019
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
2.171 4.296 1.912 1.356 -2.23 -5.64 -7.67 -6.05 -4.89 -5.40
7
8
2
7
5
8

Figure 5. Iterative Procedure of Form-finding

Figure 7. Joint Construction

Figure 6. Physical Model of Computed Tensegrity

Figure 8. Turnbuckle

If the coordinates of some nodes are specified as 1(0,0,0), 3(5,0,-1), 6(0,3,0), 9(2,2,5), 12(6,2,1),
the tensegrity configuration could be found after 14 iterations. Figure 9 and Figure 10 show the
computed structural configuration and iterative procedure, respectively. And the corresponding
nodal coordinates and the internal force coefficients of elements are listed in Table 1 and Table 2.
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Figure 9. Computed Irregular Tensegrity Structure Figure 10. Iterative Procedure of Form-finding
Table 3. Nodal Coordinates of Computed Tensegrity
Node
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
-3.84
-0.33
X-Value 0.000
5.000 8.643
0.000 2.199 2.532 2.000 2.753 4.071 6.000
5
2
-1.92
-2.32
-2.38
Y-Value 0.000 4.672 0.000
0.464 3.000
0.840 2.000 1.903
2.000
0
1
9
-1.00
-0.46 -3.04
Z-Value 0.000 0.393
7.106 1.562 0.000
5.000 5.385 4.007 1.000
0
4
8

Element
Internal
force
Element
Internal
force
Element
Internal
force

4.2

Table 4. Internal Force Coefficient for Cables and Struts
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
10.16
1.868 3.621 2.634 1.534 4.184
5.058 9.726 1.896 1.703
5
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
3.522 1.482 5.821 9.509 9.498 4.886 1.903 5.364 2.707 3.021
21

22

23

24

25
26
27
28
29
30
-3.81 -27.6 -2.74 -5.22 -7.80 -8.98
4.219 2.558 4.344 2.239
2
83
0
3
8
0

Form-finding of Tensegrity Structure Consists of 6 Struts and 18 Cables

Figure 11 shows a regular expanded octahedral tensegrity which has 6 struts and 18 cables. Each
node links 1 strut and 3 cables. Nodes 1, 2, 4, 5, 7 and 8, which do not lie in the same plane,
generate a space hexagon. Now it is required that the six nodes should constitute a regular hexagon
of side length 200mm, and node 10 is located at the position of 600mm above the centroid of
hexagon. Figure 12 presents the calculated self-equilibrium and stable configuration whose force
product is positive definite. The convergence process is shown in Figure 13. Both of the redundant
nodal force and minimum nonzero singular value are lower than 1E-10 after about 190 iterative
computations. The physical model is illustrated in Figure 14.
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Figure 11. Expanded Octahedral Tensegrity

Figure 12. Computed Irregular Tensegrity Structure

Table 5. Nodal Coordinates of Computed Tensegrity
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
-100. -251. -100. -200. -511.
-714. -357.
200.0 100.0 183.0 100.0
0.0
0
8
0
0
8
6
8
Y-Value
-173. -173. -514.
-601.
0.0 173.2 52.2
173.2 0.0 109.6 0.0 -10.0
2
2
8
4
Z-Value 0.0
0.0 375.4 0.0
0.0 273.2 0.0
0.0 276.0 600.0 465.0 454.6

Node
X-Value

Element
Internal
force
Element
Internal
force

1

1

Table 6. Internal Force Coefficient for Cables and Struts
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

11

12

1.350 0.746 0.572 1.352 1.422 1.163 1.309 1.018 1.487 0.454 0.590 0.463
13

14

15

16

19
20
21
22
23
24
-1.62 -1.59 -0.87 -1.56 -0.88 -1.58
1.487 1.478 0.866 1.491 1.191 1.093
9
7
6
3
4
2

Figure 13. Iterative Procedure of Form-finding

17

18

Figure 14. Physical Model of Computed Tensegrity
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CONCLUSION

This paper proposes a coordinate-based approach for the form-finding of irregular tensegrity. The
algorithm resolves form-finding problems of cable-strut structures’ self-equilibrium state with
partly-known nodal coordinates. Based on the SVD of equilibrium matrix and eigenvalue
decomposition of force density matrix, the self-stress and coordinates are constructed. And then the
specified nodal coordinates are introduced as constraint conditions in the computation of coordinate
values. Though a few of nonlinear iterations, the required structural configuration is determined
eventually. The form-finding algorithm merely needs to provide cable-strut topological connections
and some known nodal coordinates. As a result, it could be applied to find some novel irregular
tensegrity structures and some tensile structures that satisfy specific geometrical shape in the
foreseeable future.
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